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(57) Enhanced performance of bi-prediction with a
smaller amount of coding bits is provided. A predicted
signal generation unit (103) provided in a video predictive
encoding device includes: a means (122) which esti-
mates a zero-th motion vector for derivation of a zero-th
predicted signal, selects a zero-th motion vector predictor
similar to the zero-th motion vector, and generates zero-
th side information containing a zero-th motion vector
predictor index to identify the motion vector predictor and
a motion vector difference determined from the zero-th

motion vector and the zero-th motion vector predictor; a
means (121) which selects a motion vector for generation
of a first predicted signal having a high correlation with
a target region, which generates first side information
containing a first motion vector predictor index to identify
the motion vector as a first motion vector predictor, and
which sets the first motion vector predictor to a first motion
vector; and a means (123) which combines the zero-th
and first predicted signals to generate a predicted signal
of the target region.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a video predic-
tive encoding device, a video predictive encoding meth-
od, a video predictive encoding program, a video predic-
tive decoding device, a video predictive decoding meth-
od, and a video predictive decoding program and, more
particularly, the present invention relates to a video pre-
dictive encoding device, a video predictive encoding
method, a video predictive encoding program, a video
predictive decoding device, a video predictive decoding
method, and a video predictive decoding program to gen-
erate a final block predicted signal (bi-predicted signal)
by averaging two predicted signals.

Background Art

[0002] Compression encoding technologies are used
for efficient transmission and storage of still pictures and
video data. The techniques defined in MPEG-1 to 4 and
ITU (International Telecommunication Union) H.261 to
H.264 are commonly used for video data.
[0003] In these encoding techniques, a picture as an
encoding target is divided into a plurality of blocks and
then an encoding process and a decoding process are
carried out on a block basis. In intra-frame predictive en-
coding, a predicted signal is generated using a previous-
ly-reproduced neighboring picture signal (a signal recon-
structed from compressed picture data) present in the
same frame as a target block and then a residual signal
obtained by subtracting the predicted signal from a signal
of the target block is encoded. In inter-frame predictive
encoding, a predicted signal is generated with compen-
sation for motion with reference to a previously-repro-
duced neighboring picture signal present in a frame dif-
ferent from a target block, and a residual signal obtained
by subtracting the predicted signal from a signal of the
target block is encoded.
[0004] For example, the intra-frame predictive encod-
ing of H.264 employs a method of generating the pre-
dicted signal by extrapolating previously-reproduced pix-
el values adjacent to a block as an encoding target, in
predetermined directions. Fig. 20 is a schematic diagram
for explaining the intra-frame prediction method used in
ITU H.264. In Fig. 20 (A), a target block 802 is a block
as an encoding target, and a pixel group 801 consisting
of pixels A to M adjacent to a boundary of the target block
802 is a neighboring region, which is a picture signal pre-
viously reproduced in past processing.
[0005] In this case, the predicted signal is generated
by downwardly extending the pixel group 801 as neigh-
boring pixels located immediately above the target block
802. In Fig. 20 (B), the predicted signal is generated by
rightwardly extending previously-reproduced pixels (I to
L) located on the left side of the target block 804. Specific
methods for generation of the predicted signal are de-

scribed, for example, in Patent Literature 1. A differences
is calculated between each of nine predicted signals gen-
erated by the methods shown in Fig. 20(A) to (I) in the
above-described manner, and the pixel signal of the tar-
get block, and one with the minimum difference is select-
ed as an optimum predicted signal. As described above,
the predicted signal can be generated by extrapolation
of pixels. The contents above are described in Patent
Literature 1 below.
[0006] In ordinary inter-frame predictive encoding, the
predicted signal is generated by a method of searching
previously-reproduced frames for a signal similar to the
pixel signal of the block as an encoding target. Then a
motion vector is encoded as a spatial displacement
amount between the target block and a region composed
of the detected signal, and a residual signal between the
pixel signal of the target block and the predicted signal.
The searching technique for the motion vector for each
block as described above is called block matching.
[0007] Fig. 19 is a schematic diagram for explaining a
block matching process. The below will describe a pro-
cedure for generating a predicted signal for an example
of a target block 702 on an encoding target frame 701.
A reference frame 703 is a previously-reproduced picture
and a region 704 is a region located spatially at the same
position as the target block 702. In the block matching,
a search range 705 including the region 704 is set and
a region 706 with the minimum sum of absolute errors
from the pixel signal of the target block 702 is detected
from pixel signals in this search range 705. The signal of
this region 706 is determined to be a predicted signal,
and a displacement amount from the region 704 to the
region 706 is detected as a motion vector 707. Also often
employed is a method of preparing a plurality of reference
frames 703, selecting a reference frame to be applied to
block matching for each target block, and detecting ref-
erence frame selection information. Prepared in H.264
are a plurality of prediction types of different block sizes
for encoding of motion vectors, in order to adapt for local
characteristic changes of pictures. The prediction types
of H.264 are described, for example, in Patent Literature
2.
[0008] In compression encoding of video data, an en-
coding order of pictures (frames or fields) may be option-
al. For this reason, there are two techniques regarding
the encoding order in inter-frame prediction to generate
the predicted signal with reference to previously-repro-
duced frames. The first technique is uni-prediction, which
generates the predicted signal with reference to one pre-
viously-reproduced frame, and the second technique is
bi-prediction, which averages two predicted signals ob-
tained with reference to one or two previously-repro-
duced frames. The uni-prediction technique includes for-
ward prediction with reference to a past previously-re-
produced frame in a display order, and backward predic-
tion with reference to a future previously-reproduced
frame in the display order. These types of inter-frame
predictions are described, for example, in Patent Litera-
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ture 3.
[0009] In H.264, the second inter-frame technique (bi-
prediction) is performed by creating two reference frame
lists each consisting of a plurality of previously-repro-
duced frames as candidates for reference picture 703.
Block matching is carried out with the plurality of refer-
ence frames registered in each reference picture list to
detect two regions corresponding to the region 706, and
two predicted signals thus detected are averaged.
[0010] Examples of reference picture lists will be de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 (A), a
frame 505 indicates an encoding target picture and
frames 501 to 504 indicate previously-reproduced
frames. In Fig. 5 (B), a frame 510 represents an encoding
target frame and frames 507, 508, 509, and 511 repre-
sent previously-reproduced frames. Each picture (frame)
is identified by a frame number (frame_num). In Fig. 6
List0 and List1 indicate two reference frame lists, Fig. 6
(A) shows an example of reference frame lists for Fig. 5
(A), and Fig. 6(B) and (C) show examples of reference
frame lists for Fig. 5 (B). In Fig. 6 (A) and (C), four refer-
ence frames are registered in each reference frame list
and in Fig. 6 (B) two reference frames are registered in
each reference frame list. Each reference frame is iden-
tified by a reference frame index (ref_idx). Any previous-
ly-reproduced pictures that can be registered in the ref-
erence picture lists. In the present specification, in order
to facilitate an understanding of contents, for example,
notations of zero-th motion information and first motion
information are used according to the foregoing refer-
ence frame lists List0 and List1.

Citation List

Patent Literatures

[0011]

Patent Literature 1: U.S. Patent No. 6,765,964
Patent Literature 2: U.S. Patent No. 7,003,035
Patent Literature 3: U.S. Patent No. 6,259,739

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0012] In bi-prediction, noise in the predicted signal can
be removed by a smoothing effect based on averaging
of two similar predicted signals. However, blocks which
the smoothing effect benefits most are often texture re-
gions or flat regions including noise, and reference
frames contain signals similar to those in the blocks.
[0013] Since signals of these regions have strong ran-
domness, motion vectors between neighboring blocks
can vary significantly when two predicted signals similar
to a target block in these regions are detected from a
plurality of reference frames. Since a motion vector is
encoded as a difference from a motion vector of a neigh-

boring block, the variation in motion vectors between
neighboring blocks can lead to an increase in an amount
of coding bits thereof
[0014] As a technique to reduce the amount of coding
bits in the bi-prediction, there is a method of deriving two
motion vectors according to conditions of neighboring
blocks on the decoding side, as described in the conven-
tional example. It is, however, difficult to enhance the
similarity of two predicted signals because of strong re-
strictions on available predicted signals, thus failing to
achieve the satisfactory smoothing effect.
[0015] In order to solve the above problem, it is an ob-
ject of the present invention to provide a video predictive
encoding device, a video predictive encoding method, a
video predictive encoding program, a video predictive
decoding device, a video predictive decoding method,
and a video predictive decoding program capable of ef-
ficiently suppressing the noise of the predicted signal with
a smaller amount of coding bits for bi-prediction to encode
two motion vectors, by encoding one motion vector to
generate the predicted signal similar to the target block
and selectively determining the other motion vector from
previously-encoded motion information.

Solution to Problem

[0016] A video predictive encoding device according
to an aspect of the present invention includes a video
predictive encoding device comprising: region division
means which divides an input picture into a plurality of
regions; predicted signal generation means which deter-
mines a motion vector for deriving from a previously-re-
produced picture a signal having a high correlation with
a target region as an encoding target, out of the regions
divided by the region division means; motion information
storing means which stores the motion vector; residual
signal generation means which generates a residual sig-
nal between a predicted signal of the target region and
a pixel signal of the target region; residual signal com-
pression means which compresses the residual signal
generated by the residual signal generation means; re-
sidual signal reconstruction means which generates a
reproduced residual signal by reconstruction from com-
pressed data of the residual signal; encoding means
which encodes a motion vector predictor similar to a mo-
tion vector of the target region selected from previously-
reproduced motion vectors stored in the motion informa-
tion storing means, side information determined from the
motion vector of the target region, and the compressed
data of the residual signal; and picture storing means
which adds the predicted signal to the reproduced resid-
ual signal to reconstruct a pixel signal of the target region,
and which stores the reconstructed pixel signal as the
previously-reproduced picture, wherein the motion vec-
tor includes a zero-th motion vector used for generation
of a zero-th predicted signal, and a first motion vector
used for generation of a first predicted signal, and where-
in the predicted signal generation means comprises: ze-
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ro-th motion information estimation means which esti-
mates the zero-th motion vector for derivation of the zero-
th predicted signal, which selects a zero-th motion vector
predictor similar to the estimated zero-th motion vector
from a plurality of motion vectors stored in the motion
information storing means, and which generates zero-th
side information containing a zero-th motion vector pre-
dictor index to identify the motion vector predictor select-
ed, and a motion vector difference determined from the
zero-th motion vector and the zero-th motion vector pre-
dictor; first motion information estimation means which
selects a motion vector for generation of the first predict-
ed signal having a high correlation with the target region,
from a plurality of motion vectors stored in the motion
information storing means, which generates first side in-
formation containing a first motion vector predictor index
to identify the selected motion vector as a first motion
vector predictor, and which sets the first motion vector
predictor to the first motion vector; and predicted signal
combining means which combines the zero-th predicted
signal and the first predicted signal to generate the pre-
dicted signal of the target region.
[0017] The above video predictive encoding device
may be configured wherein the first motion information
estimation means further includes functions to estimate
a second motion vector for derivation of the first predicted
signal, to thereby detect the second motion vector, to
select a second motion vector predictor similar to the
estimated second motion vector, from a plurality of mo-
tion vectors stored in the motion information storing
means, and to generate second side information contain-
ing a second motion vector predictor index to identify the
selected motion vector predictor, and a motion vector
difference determined from the second motion vector and
the second motion vector predictor, wherein the predict-
ed signal generation means generates the first predicted
signal using the first motion vector when a plurality of
previously-reproduced picture stored in the picture stor-
ing means all are past pictures in a display order with
respect to an encoding target picture, and the predicted
signal generation means generates the first predicted
signal using the second motion vector when a plurality
of previously-reproduced pictures stored in the picture
storing means include a future picture in the display order
with respect to the encoding target picture, and wherein
the encoding means encodes indication information to
indicate that the first side information is encoded, in each
frame or in each slice when a plurality of previously-re-
produced pictures stored in the picture storing means all
are past pictures in the display order with respect to the
encoding target picture, and the encoding means en-
codes indication information to indicate that the second
side information is encoded, in each frame or in each
slice when a plurality of previously-reproduced pictures
stored in the picture storing means include a future pic-
ture in the display order with respect to the encoding tar-
get picture; and wherein the encoding means encodes
as side information of each target region, the zero-th side

information, and either the first side information or the
second side information based on the indication informa-
tion.
[0018] A video predictive decoding device according
to an aspect of the present invention is a video predictive
decoding device comprising: decoding means which de-
codes a compressed data out of plural sets of com-
pressed data obtained by encoding a plurality of divided
regions, the compressed data including side information
and a residual signal of a target region, which is a target
to be decoded; motion information reconstruction means
which reconstructs a motion vector used to generate a
predicted signal of the target region from the side infor-
mation; motion information storing means which stores
the motion vector; motion compensation means which
generates the predicted signal of the target region, based
on the motion vector; residual signal reconstruction
means which reconstructs a reproduced residual signal
of the target region from the compressed data of the re-
sidual signal; and picture storing means which adds the
predicted signal to the reproduced residual signal to re-
construct a pixel signal of the decoding target region and
which stores the reconstructed pixel signal as a previ-
ously-reproduced picture, wherein the decoding means
decodes zero-th side information and first side informa-
tion, wherein the zero-th side information contains a zero-
th motion vector difference, and a zero-th motion vector
predictor index to identify as a zero-th motion vector pre-
dictor one motion vector selected from a plurality of mo-
tion vectors stored in the motion information storing
means, wherein the first side information contains a first
motion vector predictor index to identify as a first motion
vector predictor one motion vector selected from a plu-
rality of motion vectors stored in the motion information
storing means, wherein the motion information recon-
struction means comprises: zero-th motion information
reconstruction means which generates the zero-th mo-
tion vector predictor, based on the zero-th motion vector
predictor index, and which adds the generated zero-th
motion vector predictor to the zero-th motion vector dif-
ference to reconstruct a zero-th motion vector; and first
motion information reconstruction means which gener-
ates the first motion vector predictor, based on the first
motion vector predictor index, to reconstruct the gener-
ated first motion vector predictor as a first motion vector,
and wherein the motion compensation means combines
two signals obtained from the previously-reproduced pic-
ture, based on the zero-th motion vector and the first
motion vector, to generate the predicted signal of the
target region.
[0019] The above video predictive decoding device
may be configured in a configuration wherein the decod-
ing means further decodes indication information to in-
dicate whether the first side information contains a motion
vector difference, in each frame or in each slice, wherein
when the indication information indicates that the first
side information contains a first motion vector difference,
the decoding means decodes the motion vector differ-
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ence as the first side information, and wherein, when the
indication information indicates that the first side infor-
mation does not contain the first motion vector difference,
the first motion information reconstruction means gener-
ates the first motion vector predictor, based on the first
motion vector predictor index, and reconstructs the gen-
erated first motion vector predictor as the first motion
vector; and wherein, when the indication information in-
dicates that the first side information contains the vector
difference, the first motion information reconstruction
means generates the first motion vector predictor, based
on the first motion vector predictor index, and adds the
generated first motion vector predictor to the decoded
motion vector difference to generate and reconstruct the
first motion vector.
[0020] The present invention can also be understood
as the invention of a video predictive encoding method,
the invention of a video predictive decoding method, the
invention of a video predictive encoding program, and
the invention of a video predictive decoding program,
which can be described as below.
[0021] A video predictive encoding method according
to an aspect of the present invention is a video predictive
encoding method executed by a video predictive encod-
ing device, comprising: a region division step of dividing
an input picture into a plurality of regions; a predicted
signal generation step of determining a motion vector for
deriving from a previously-reproduced picture a signal
having a high correlation with a target region as an en-
coding target, out of the regions divided by the region
division step; a motion information storing step of storing
the motion vector in motion information storing means;
a residual signal generation step of generating a residual
signal between a predicted signal of the target region and
a pixel signal of the target region; a residual signal com-
pression step of compressing the residual signal gener-
ated by the residual signal generation step; a residual
signal reconstruction step of generating a reproduced
residual signal by reconstruction from compressed data
of the residual signal; an encoding step of selecting and
encoding a motion vector predictor similar to a motion
vector of the target region, the target motion vector se-
lected from: previously-reproduced motion vectors
stored in the motion information storing means, side in-
formation determined from the motion vector of the target
region, and the compressed data of the residual signal;
and a picture storing step of adding the predicted signal
to the reproduced residual signal to reconstruct a pixel
signal of the target region, and storing the reconstructed
pixel signal as the previously-reproduced picture in pic-
ture storing means, wherein the motion vector includes
a zero-th motion vector used to generate a zero-th pre-
dicted signal, and a first motion vector used to generate
a first predicted signal, and wherein the predicted signal
generation step comprises: a zero-th motion information
estimation step of estimating the zero-th motion vector
for derivation of the zero-th predicted signal, selecting a
zero-th motion vector predictor similar to the estimated

zero-th motion vector from a plurality of motion vectors
stored in the motion information storing step, and gener-
ating zero-th side information containing a zero-th motion
vector predictor index to identify the motion vector pre-
dictor selected, and a motion vector difference deter-
mined from the zero-th motion vector and the zero-th
motion vector predictor; a first motion information esti-
mation step of selecting, from a plurality of motion vectors
stored in the motion information storing step, a motion
vector having a high correlation with the target region for
generation of the first predicted signal, generating first
side information containing a first motion vector predictor
index to identify the selected motion vector as a first mo-
tion vector predictor, and setting the first motion vector
predictor as the first motion vector; and a predicted signal
combining step of combining the zero-th predicted signal
and the first predicted signal to generate the predicted
signal of the target region.
[0022] The above video predictive encoding method
may be configured in a configuration wherein in the first
motion information estimation step, the video predictive
encoding device further estimates a second motion vec-
tor for derivation of the first predicted signal, to detect the
second motion vector, selects a second motion vector
predictor similar to the estimated second motion vector
from a plurality of motion vectors stored in the motion
information storing step, and generates second side in-
formation containing a second motion vector predictor
index to identify the motion vector predictor selected, and
a motion vector difference determined from the second
motion vector and the second motion vector predictor,
wherein in the predicted signal generation step, the video
predictive encoding device generates the first predicted
signal using the first motion vector when a plurality of
previously-reproduced pictures stored in the picture stor-
ing means all are past pictures in a display order with
respect to an encoding target picture, and the video pre-
dictive encoding device generates the first predicted sig-
nal using the second motion vector when a plurality of
previously-reproduced pictures stored in the picture stor-
ing means include a future picture in the display order
with respect to the encoding target picture, and wherein
in the encoding step, when a plurality of previously-re-
produced pictures stored in the picture storing means all
are past pictures in the display order with respect to the
encoding target picture, the video predictive encoding
device encodes indication information to indicate that the
first side information is encoded, in each frame or in each
slice; when a plurality of previously-reproduced pictures
stored in the picture storing means include a future pic-
ture in the display order with respect to the encoding tar-
get picture, the video predictive encoding device encodes
indication information to indicate that the second side
information is encoded, in each frame or in each slice;
and wherein in the encoding step, the video predictive
encoding device encodes as side information of each
target region, the zero-th side information, and either the
first side information or the second side information
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based on the indication information.
[0023] A video predictive decoding method according
to an aspect of the present invention is a video predictive
decoding method executed by a video predictive decod-
ing device, comprising: a decoding step of decoding a
compressed data out of plural sets of compressed data
obtained by decoding a plurality of divided regions, the
compressed data comprising side information and a re-
sidual signal of a decoding target region which is target
to be decoded; a motion information reconstruction step
of restoring a motion vector used to generate a predicted
signal of the target region from the side information; a
motion information storing step of storing the motion vec-
tor in motion information storing means; a motion com-
pensation step of generating the predicted signal of the
target region, based on the motion vector; a residual sig-
nal reconstruction step of restoring a reproduced residual
signal of the target region from the compressed data of
the residual signal; and a picture storing step of adding
the predicted signal to the reproduced residual signal to
reconstruct a pixel signal of the decoding target region,
and storing the reconstructed pixel signal as a previously-
reproduced picture, wherein in the decoding step, the
video predictive decoding device decodes zero-th side
information and first side information, wherein the zero-
th side information contains a zero-th motion vector dif-
ference, and a zero-th motion vector predictor index to
identify as a zero-th motion vector predictor one motion
vector selected from a plurality of motion vectors stored
in the motion information storing step, wherein the first
side information contains a first motion vector predictor
index to identify as a first motion vector predictor one
motion vector selected from a plurality of motion vectors
stored in the motion information storing step, wherein the
motion information reconstruction step comprises: a ze-
ro-th motion information reconstruction step of generat-
ing the zero-th motion vector predictor, based on the ze-
ro-th motion vector predictor index, and adding the gen-
erated zero-th motion vector predictor to the zero-th mo-
tion vector difference to reconstruct a zero-th motion vec-
tor; and a first motion information reconstruction step of
generating the first motion vector predictor, based on the
first motion vector predictor index, to reconstruct the gen-
erated first motion vector predictor as a first motion vec-
tor, and wherein in the motion compensation step, the
video predictive decoding device combines two signals
acquired from the previously-reproduced picture, based
on the zero-th motion vector and the first motion vector,
to generate the predicted signal of the target region.
[0024] The above video predictive decoding method
may be configured in a configuration wherein in the de-
coding step, the video predictive decoding device further
decodes indication information to indicate whether the
first side information contains a motion vector difference,
in each frame or in each slice, wherein when the indica-
tion information indicates that the first side information
contains a first motion vector difference, the video pre-
dictive decoding device decodes the motion vector dif-

ference as the first side information, and wherein in the
first motion information reconstruction step, when the in-
dication information indicates that the first side informa-
tion does not contain the first motion vector difference,
the video predictive decoding device generates the first
motion vector predictor, based on the first motion vector
predictor index, and reconstructs the generated first mo-
tion vector predictor as the first motion vector; and where-
in in the first motion information reconstruction step,
when the indication information indicates that the first
side information contains the first motion vector differ-
ence, the video predictive decoding device generates the
first motion vector predictor, based on the first motion
vector predictor index, and adds the generated first mo-
tion vector predictor to the decoded motion vector differ-
ence to generate and reconstruct the first motion vector.
[0025] A video predictive encoding program according
to an aspect of the present invention is a video predictive
encoding program for letting a computer function as: re-
gion division means which divides an input picture into a
plurality of regions; predicted signal generation means
which determines a motion vector for deriving from a pre-
viously-reproduced picture a signal having a high corre-
lation with a target region as an encoding target, out of
the regions divided by the region division means; motion
information storing means which stores the motion vec-
tor; residual signal generation means which generates a
residual signal between a predicted signal of the target
region and a pixel signal of the target region; residual
signal compression means which compresses the resid-
ual signal generated by the residual signal generation
means; residual signal reconstruction means which gen-
erates a reproduced residual signal by reconstruction
from compressed data of the residual signal; encoding
means which encodes a motion vector predictor, similar
to a motion vector of the target region, selected from:
previously-reproduced motion vectors stored in the mo-
tion information storing means, side information deter-
mined from the motion vector of the target region, and
the compressed data of the residual signal; and picture
storing means which adds the predicted signal to the re-
produced residual signal to reconstruct a pixel signal of
the target region, and which stores the reconstructed pix-
el signal as the previously-reproduced picture, wherein
the motion vector includes a zero-th motion vector used
to generate a zero-th predicted signal, and a first motion
vector used to generate a first predicted signal, and
wherein the predicted signal generation means compris-
es: zero-th motion information estimation means which
estimates the zero-th motion vector for derivation of the
zero-th predicted signal, which selects a zero-th motion
vector predictor similar to the estimated zero-th motion
vector from a plurality of motion vectors stored in the
motion information storing means, and which generates
zero-th side information containing a zero-th motion vec-
tor predictor index to identify the motion vector predictor
selected, and a motion vector difference determined from
the zero-th motion vector and the zero-th motion vector
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predictor; first motion information estimation means
which selects a motion vector for generation of the first
predicted signal having a high correlation with the target
region, from a plurality of motion vectors stored in the
motion information storing means, which generates first
side information containing a first motion vector predictor
index to identify the selected motion vector as a first mo-
tion vector predictor, and which sets the first motion vec-
tor predictor to the first motion vector; and predicted sig-
nal combining means which combines the zero-th pre-
dicted signal and the first predicted signal to generate
the predicted signal of the target region.
[0026] The above video predictive encoding program
may be configured in a configuration wherein the first
motion information estimation means further has a func-
tion to estimate a second motion vector for derivation of
the first predicted signal, to detect the second motion
vector, to select a second motion vector predictor similar
to the second motion vector estimated, from a plurality
of motion vectors stored in the motion information storing
means, and to generate second side information contain-
ing a second motion vector predictor index to identify the
motion vector predictor selected, and a motion vector
difference determined from the second motion vector and
the second motion vector predictor, wherein the predict-
ed signal generation means generates the first predicted
signal using the first motion vector when a plurality of
previously-reproduced picture stored in the picture stor-
ing means all are past pictures in a display order with
respect to an encoding target picture, and the predicted
signal generation means generates the first predicted
signal using the second motion vector when a plurality
of previously-reproduced pictures stored in the picture
storing means include a future picture in the display order
with respect to the encoding target picture, and wherein
the encoding means encodes indication information to
indicate that the first side information is encoded, in each
frame or in each slice when a plurality of previously-re-
produced pictures stored in the picture storing means all
are past pictures in the display order with respect to the
encoding target picture, and the encoding means en-
codes indication information to indicate that the second
side information is encoded, in each frame or in each
slice when a plurality of previously-reproduced pictures
stored in the picture storing means include a future pic-
ture in the display order with respect to the encoding tar-
get picture; and wherein the encoding means encodes
as side information of each target region, the zero-th side
information, and either the first side information or the
second side information based on the indication informa-
tion.
[0027] A video predictive decoding program according
to an aspect of the present invention is a video predictive
decoding program for letting a computer function as: de-
coding means which decodes a compressed data out of
plural sets of compressed data obtained by decoding a
plurality of divided regions, the compressed data com-
prising side information and a residual signal of a decod-

ing target region, which is a target to be decoded; motion
information reconstruction means which reconstructs a
motion vector used to generate a predicted signal of the
target region from the side information; motion informa-
tion storing means which stores the motion vector; motion
compensation means which generates the predicted sig-
nal of the target region, based on the motion vector; re-
sidual signal reconstruction means which reconstructs a
reproduced residual signal of the target region from the
compressed data of the residual signal; and picture stor-
ing means which adds the predicted signal to the repro-
duced residual signal to reconstruct a pixel signal of the
decoding target region and which stores the reconstruct-
ed pixel signal as a previously-reproduced picture,
wherein the decoding means decodes zero-th side infor-
mation and first side information, wherein the zero-th side
information contains a zero-th motion vector difference,
and a zero-th motion vector predictor index to identify as
a zero-th motion vector predictor one motion vector se-
lected from a plurality of motion vectors stored in the mo-
tion information storing means, wherein the first side in-
formation contains a first motion vector predictor index
to identify as a first motion vector predictor one motion
vector selected from a plurality of motion vectors stored
in the motion information storing means, wherein the mo-
tion information reconstruction means comprises: zero-
th motion information reconstruction means which gen-
erates the zero-th motion vector predictor, based on the
zero-th motion vector predictor index, and which adds
the generated zero-th motion vector predictor to the zero-
th motion vector difference to reconstruct a zero-th mo-
tion vector; and first motion information reconstruction
means which generates the first motion vector predictor,
based on the first motion vector predictor index, to re-
construct the generated first motion vector predictor as
a first motion vector, and wherein the motion compensa-
tion means combines two signals acquired from the pre-
viously-reproduced picture, based on the zero-th motion
vector and the first motion vector, to generate the pre-
dicted signal of the target region.
[0028] The above video predictive decoding program
may be configured in a configuration wherein the decod-
ing means further decodes indication information to in-
dicate whether the first side information contains a motion
vector difference, in each frame or in each slice, wherein
when the indication information indicates that the first
side information contains a first motion vector difference,
the decoding means decodes the motion vector differ-
ence as the first side information, and wherein, when the
indication information indicates that the first side infor-
mation does not contain the first motion vector difference,
the first motion information reconstruction means gener-
ates the first motion vector predictor, based on the first
motion vector predictor index, and reconstructs the gen-
erated first motion vector predictor as the first motion
vector; and wherein, when the indication information in-
dicates that the first side information contains the vector
difference, the first motion information reconstruction
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means generates the first motion vector predictor, based
on the first motion vector predictor index, and adds the
generated first motion vector predictor to the decoded
motion vector difference to generate and reconstruct the
first motion vector.

Effects of the Invention

[0029] The video predictive encoding device, video
predictive encoding method, video predictive encoding
program, video predictive decoding device, video predic-
tive decoding method, and video predictive decoding pro-
gram according to the present invention enable designa-
tion of one motion vector effective for the bi-prediction,
based on the previously-encoded motion information,
and thus achieve the effect to enhance the performance
of the bi-prediction with a smaller amount of coding bits.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a video predictive
encoding device according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram to illustrate a predicted sig-
nal generation unit shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a flowchart to illustrate a first motion esti-
mation process shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 is a flowchart to illustrate a zero-th motion es-
timation process shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram to illustrate examples
of encoding orders of frames.
Fig. 6 is a drawing to illustrate examples of reference
frames lists.
Fig. 7 is a drawing to illustrate an example of neigh-
boring blocks.
Fig. 8 is a drawing to illustrate another example of
neighboring blocks.
Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing a procedure of a video
predictive encoding method of the video predictive
encoding device shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing a video predictive
decoding device according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 11 is a block diagram to illustrate a motion in-
formation reconstruction unit shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 12 is a flowchart to illustrate a first motion infor-
mation reconstruction process shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 13 is a flowchart to illustrate a zero-th motion
information reconstruction process shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 14 is a flowchart showing a procedure of a video
predictive decoding method of the video predictive
decoding device shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 15 is a block diagram showing a program capa-
ble of executing the video predictive encoding meth-
od according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention.

Fig. 16 is a block diagram showing a program capa-
ble of executing the video predictive decoding meth-
od according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention.
Fig. 17 is a drawing showing a hardware configura-
tion of a computer for executing a program recorded
in a storing medium.
Fig. 18 is a perspective view of a computer for exe-
cuting a program stored in a storing medium.
Fig. 19 is a schematic diagram to illustrate a motion
estimation process in inter-frame prediction.
Fig. 20 is a schematic diagram to illustrate the con-
ventional intra-frame prediction method.

Embodiments of the Invention

[0031] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described below in detail with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings. In the description of the drawings iden-
tical or equivalent elements will be denoted by the same
reference signs, without redundant description. Further-
more, "frames," "pictures," and "images" (501 to 511 in
Fig. 5) have the same meaning in the description in the
present specification.
[0032] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a video pre-
dictive encoding device 100 according to an embodiment
of the present invention. This video predictive encoding
device 100 is provided with an input terminal 101, a block
division unit 102, a predicted signal generation unit 103,
a frame memory 104, a subtraction unit 105, a transform
unit 106, a quantization unit 107, an inverse quantization
unit 108, an inverse transform unit 109, an addition unit
110, an encoding unit 111, an output terminal 112, and
a motion information memory 113. The transform unit
106 and quantization unit 107 function as residual signal
compression means, the inverse quantization unit 108
and inverse transform unit 109 function as residual signal
reconstruction means, and the motion information mem-
ory functions as motion information storing means. The
motion information memory 113 may be included in the
predicted signal generation unit 103.
[0033] The input terminal 101 is a terminal that imple-
ments input of a signal of a video sequence consisting
of a plurality of pictures.
[0034] The block division unit 102 divides a picture as
an encoding target, which is represented by a signal input
from the input terminal 101, into a plurality of regions
(target blocks or target regions). In the present embodi-
ment the encoding target picture is divided into blocks
each consisting of 838 pixels, but the target picture may
be divided into blocks of any other size or shape. Fur-
thermore, blocks of different sizes may be mixed in a
frame.
[0035] The predicted signal generation unit 103 de-
tects motion information used to generate a predicted
signal of each predictive block in a target block and gen-
erates the predicted signal. Furthermore, it generates
side information used for reconstruction of the motion
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information in a decoding device. There are no restric-
tions on a predicted signal generation method in the
present invention, but methods applicable herein include
the inter-frame prediction (uni-prediction or bi-prediction)
and the intra-frame prediction (the intra-frame prediction
is not illustrated) as described in the background art.
[0036] In the present embodiment the predicted signal
is generated by bi-prediction. A piece of motion informa-
tion in the bi-prediction is detected using a picture signal
acquired via L104 so as to minimize the sum of absolute
errors between the original signal of the target block fed
via L102 and the bi-predicted signal, by the block match-
ing shown in Fig. 19. Then another piece of motion infor-
mation is generated based on previously-encoded mo-
tion information.
[0037] Since the present embodiment describes the
bi-prediction, the motion information is composed of ze-
ro-th motion information and first motion information,
each of which contains a reference frame index
(ref_idx[0] or ref_idx[1]) and a motion vector (mv[0][0/1]
or mv[1][0/1]). Reference frame candidates for the zero-
th motion information are indicated by List0 in Fig. 6 and
reference frame candidates for the first motion informa-
tion are indicated by List1 in Fig. 6. [0/1] herein is infor-
mation to identify a horizontal component and a vertical
component of each vector. The description of [0/1] will
be omitted hereinafter (and also omitted similarly in the
drawings).
[0038] The reproduced pictures to be registered in the
reference frame lists shown in Fig. 6 may be automati-
cally determined according to a predetermined rule or
may be explicitly encoded in frame unit or in sequence
unit. On this occasion, the frame number can be used to
identify each reference frame as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig.
6.
[0039] The motion information generated by the pre-
dicted signal generation unit 103 is output via L103b to
the motion information memory 113.
[0040] The motion information memory 113 stores the
input motion information. The stored motion information
is fed via L113 to the predicted signal generation unit to
be used for encoding of motion information of a subse-
quent block.
[0041] The side information generated by the predicted
signal generation unit 103 is output via L103c to the en-
coding unit 111.
[0042] The predicted signal generated by the predicted
signal generation unit 103 is output via L103a to the sub-
traction unit 105 and to the addition unit 110.
[0043] The subtraction unit 105 subtracts the predicted
signal for the target block fed via line L103a, from the
pixel signal of the target block fed via line L102 after the
division in the block division unit 102, to generate a re-
sidual signal. The subtraction unit 105 outputs the resid-
ual signal obtained by the subtraction, via line L105 to
the transform unit 106.
[0044] The transform unit 106 is a part that transforms
the input residual signal by a discrete cosine transform.

The quantization unit 107 is a part that quantizes trans-
form coefficients obtained by the discrete cosine trans-
form by the transform unit 106.
[0045] The encoding unit 111 entropy encodes the side
information fed from the predicted signal generation unit
and the quantized transform coefficients fed from the
quantization unit 107, and the encoded data is output via
L111 to the output terminal 112. There are no restrictions
on a method of the entropy encoding, but applicable
methods include arithmetic coding, variable-length cod-
ing, and so on.
[0046] The output terminal 112 outputs the information
fed from the encoding unit 111, together to the outside.
[0047] The inverse quantization unit 108 inversely
quantizes the quantized transform coefficients. The in-
verse transform unit 109 reconstructs a residual signal
by an inverse discrete cosine transform. The addition unit
110 adds the reconstructed residual signal to the predict-
ed signal fed via L103a, to reproduce a signal of the en-
coding target block, and stores the signal in the frame
memory 104. The present embodiment employs the
transform unit 106 and the inverse transform unit 109,
but it is also possible to use other transform processing
in place of these transform units. It is also noted that the
transform unit 106 and the inverse transform unit 109 are
not always essential. In this manner, the reproduced sig-
nal of the encoding target block thus encoded is recon-
structed by the inverse process and stored in the frame
memory 104, in order to be used in generation of the
predicted signal of the subsequent encoding target block.
[0048] Next, the predicted signal generation unit 103
will be described in detail. Then, first, the motion infor-
mation, predictive motion information, and side informa-
tion will be described.
[0049] As described above, the motion information in
the bi-prediction is composed of the zero-th motion infor-
mation and the first motion information, each of which
contains a reference frame index (ref_idx[0] or ref_idx[1])
and a motion vector (mv[0] or mv[1]). The reference frame
candidates for the zero-th motion information are indicat-
ed by List0 in Fig. 6 and the reference frame candidates
for the first motion information are indicated by List1 in
Fig. 6.
[0050] In the bi-prediction of the present embodiment,
the predicted signal generation unit 103 uses the previ-
ously-encoded motion information as predictive motion
information. The previously-encoded motion information
contains motion information associated with neighboring
blocks previously encoded, and previously-encoded mo-
tion information of a target region. The motion information
associated with neighboring blocks refers to motion in-
formation used in generation of the predicted signal when
each neighboring block was an encoding target, and is
stored in the motion information memory 113.
[0051] The predictive motion information is also com-
posed of zero-th predictive motion information and first
predictive motion information, each of which contains a
reference frame index (ref_idx[0] or ref_idx[1]) and a mo-
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tion vector (mv[0] or mv[1]). Reference frame candidates
for the zero-th predictive motion information are indicated
by List0 in Fig. 6 and reference frame candidates for the
first predictive motion information are indicated by List1
in Fig. 6.
[0052] A specific utilization method of the predictive
motion information is to generate a motion vector predic-
tor, based on the zero-th predictive motion information,
in delta encoding of the motion vector of the zero-th mo-
tion information detected by block matching with refer-
ence to the reference frames in List0. The first motion
information using the reference frames in List1 is gener-
ated based on the first predictive motion information.
[0053] An example of the predictive motion information
will be described with reference to Fig. 7. A block 400
shown in Fig. 7 is a target block, and pieces of motion
information associated with blocks 401 to 404 adjacent
thereto are candidates for the predictive motion informa-
tion. The motion information of each neighboring block
contains the zero-th motion information and the first mo-
tion information. The both may be defined as candidates
for the predictive motion information or the predictive mo-
tion information may be limited to either one of them (e.g.,
in the case of prediction of N-th motion information, only
the N-th motion vector of each neighboring block is de-
fined as a candidate).
[0054] Furthermore, a block 410 represents a block
located spatially at the same position as the block 400,
(or a co-located block) in a reference frame. Pieces of
motion information associated with the block 410 and
blocks 411 to 415 adjacent thereto are candidates for the
predictive motion information. n represents a number to
identify a candidate for the predictive motion information
and each selected candidate is indicated by a motion
vector predictor index (mvp_idx[0] or mvp_idx[1]). In the
present embodiment, the zero-th motion information is
first encoded and, for this reason, the zero-th motion in-
formation associated with the block 400 can also be used
as the first predictive motion information (n=4 in the ex-
ample).
[0055] The positions and numbers of the candidates
for the predictive motion information can be those pre-
defined between the encoder side and the decoder side,
and there are no restrictions thereon in the present in-
vention. The number of candidates for the predictive mo-
tion information may be predetermined between the en-
coder side and the decoder side, or may be encoded and
provided to the decoder.
[0056] If a reference frame identified by ref_idx of the
predictive motion information is different from a reference
frame identified by ref_idx of the target block, a scaling
process of the motion vector in the predictive motion in-
formation may be performed based on the frame num-
bers of the encoding target frame and the two reference
frames. Specifically, the motion vector in the predictive
motion information is scaled in order to be converted into
a motion vector designating the reference frame identi-
fied by ref_idx of the target block, and the converted mo-

tion vector obtained by the conversion is used as a motion
vector predictor (pmv[0][0/1] or pmv[1][0/1]). On this oc-
casion, the reference frame index (rcf_idx[0] or ref_idx[1])
in the predictive motion information is updated to the ref-
erence frame index (ref_idx[0] or ref_idx[1]) of the target
block. [0/1] herein is information to identify a horizontal
component and a vertical component of each vector. The
description of [0/1] will be omitted hereinafter (and also
omitted similarly in the drawings).
[0057] The side information is composed of zero-th
side information and first side information. The zero-th
side information contains ref_idx[0], a motion vector dif-
ference (mvd[0][0/1] = mv[0][0/1]-pmv[0][0/1]), and
mvp_idx[0]. The first side information contains ref_idx[1]
and mvp_idx[1]. Since mv[1][0/1] = pmv[1][0/1] in the
present embodiment, vector values of mvd[1][0/1] are
always 0. Therefore, mvd[1][0/1] can be reconstructed
on the decoder side without being encoded and, for this
reason, it does not have to be included in the first side
information. [0/1] herein is information to identify a hori-
zontal component and a vertical component of each vec-
tor. The description of [0/1] will be omitted hereinafter
(and also omitted similarly in the drawings).
[0058] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configura-
tion of the predicted signal generation unit 103 according
to the present embodiment. This predicted signal gener-
ation unit 103 is provided with a first motion information
estimation unit 121, a zero-th motion information estima-
tion unit 122, and a predicted signal combining unit 123.
[0059] The first motion information estimation unit 121
uses the reference frames in List1 input via L104, to se-
lect a set of a first predictive motion information candidate
and a reference frame index to generate a first predicted
signal most similar to the original signal of the target block
fed via L102, from candidates for the first predictive mo-
tion information fed via L113 (wherein motion vector pre-
dictors are obtained by scaling motion vectors according
to reference frame indexes). The first motion information
estimation unit 121 outputs the first predicted signal via
L121a to the predicted signal combining unit 123 and
outputs the first motion information generated based on
the selected first predictive motion information and ref-
erence frame index, via L121b and via L103b1 to the
zero-th motion information estimation unit 122 and to the
motion information memory 113, respectively. Further-
more, it generates first side information and outputs the
first side information via L103c1 to the encoding unit 111.
[0060] The zero-th motion information estimation unit
122 uses the first motion information input via L121b and
the reference frames in List1 input via L104, to generate
the first predicted signal. Then the zero-th motion infor-
mation estimation unit 122 searches the reference
frames in List0 input via L104, for a candidate for a zero-
th predicted signal, and detects zero-th motion informa-
tion to minimize the sum of absolute differences between
a bi-predicted signal generated from the first predicted
signal and the candidate for the zero-th predicted signal
obtained by the search, and the original signal of the tar-
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get block input via L102. Then it outputs the zero-th pre-
dicted signal generated from the detected zero-th motion
information, via L122 to the predicted signal combining
unit 123. It also outputs the zero-th motion information
via L103b2 to the motion information memory 113. Fur-
thermore, it generates zero-th side information and out-
puts the zero-th side information via L103c2 to the en-
coding unit 111.
[0061] It is also allowable to first execute the process-
ing by the zero-th motion information estimation unit 122
to derive the zero-th motion information and the zero-th
side information prior to the zero-th predicted signal. In
this case, the zero-th motion information estimation unit
122 detects the zero-th motion information to minimize
the sum of absolute differences between a predicted sig-
nal generated from the zero-th predicted signal candidate
obtained by the search, and the original signal of the tar-
get block input via L102. Then the first motion information
estimation unit 121 executes the processing, using the
zero-th predicted signal. Namely, the first motion infor-
mation estimation unit 121 uses the reference frames in
List1 input via L104, to generate a candidate for the first
predicted signal from among candidates for the first pre-
dictive motion information input via L113 (wherein motion
vector predictors are obtained by scaling motion vectors
according to reference frame indexes), and selects a set
of a first predictive motion information candidate and a
reference frame index such that a bi-predicted signal
generated from the zero-th predicted signal and the first
predicted signal candidate most approximates, or is sim-
ilar to, the original signal of the target block input via L102.
This modification can be implemented by feeding the ze-
ro-th motion information to the first motion information
estimation unit 121.
[0062] The predicted signal combining unit 123 aver-
ages the first predicted signal and the zero-th predicted
signal input via L121a and L122, to generate a predicted
signal of the target block and outputs the predicted signal
via L103a to the subtraction unit 105 and the addition
unit 110.
[0063] Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the first motion in-
formation estimation unit 121. First, step S301 is to set
M (M=4 in Fig. 6 (A) and (C), or M=2 in Fig. 6 (B)) for the
number of reference frames in List1 used in the prediction
of the target block, and set 0 for the reference frame index
ref_idx[1] of List1 contained in the first motion informa-
tion, to initialize a count m for the reference frame number
in List1 to 0. Furthermore, a motion vector evaluation
value D is set at a Max value. Next, step S302 is to set
N for the number of candidates for motion vector predictor
(N=11 in Fig. 7, provided that when the first motion infor-
mation estimation unit 121 is carried out prior to the zero-
th motion information estimation unit 122, n=4 is skipped
because the zero-th motion information of block 400 is
not determined yet), and set 0 for the motion vector pre-
dictor index mvp_idx[1] contained in the first side infor-
mation, to initialize a count n for the predictive motion
information number to 0.

[0064] Next, step S303 is to derive a motion vector
ofmotion vector predictor candidate n from the motion
vectors of the neighboring blocks and step S304 is to
generate the n-th motion vector predictor
pmv[1][m][n][0/1] (where [0/1] is information to identify a
horizontal component and a vertical component of the
vector, and the description of [0/1] will be omitted here-
inafter as well as in the drawings). On this occasion, the
motion vector of the neighboring block is scaled accord-
ing to a distance between the target frame and the ref-
erence frame (or according to frame numbers identified
by reference frame indexes) to obtain the motion vector
predictor. Thereafter, step S305 is to generate the pre-
dicted signal of the target block, based on the m-th ref-
erence frame and the n-th scaled motion vector predictor
(pmv[1][m][n]), and step S306 is to determine whether
the sum of absolute differences of a residual signal be-
tween the generated predicted signal and the original
signal of the target block is smaller than the motion vector
evaluation value D. When the sum of absolute differenc-
es is not less than the motion vector evaluation value D,
the processing proceeds to step S308. When the sum of
absolute differences is smaller than the motion vector
evaluation value D, the processing proceeds to step
S307 to update the motion vector predictor index
mvp_idx[1] contained in the first side information, to n,
update the reference frame index ref_idx[1] to m, and
update the motion vector evaluation value D to the sum
of absolute differences of the residual signal between the
predicted signal and the original signal of the target block
calculated in step S306. Furthermore, the motion vector
mv[1] in the first motion information is set to the motion
vector predictor pmv[1][ref_idx[1]][mvp_idx[1]] and the
reference frame index is set to ref_idx[1]. Thereafter, the
processing proceeds to step S308.
[0065] Step S308 is to determine whether the value of
n is smaller than N; when n is smaller than N, the process-
ing proceeds to step S309; when n reaches N, the
processing proceeds to step S310. Step S309 is to add
1 to the value of n and then the processing returns to
step S303. Thereafter, the steps from S303 to S307 are
repeatedly carried out until n reaches N. Step S310 is to
determine whether the value of m is smaller than M; when
m is smaller than M, the processing proceeds to step
S311 to add 1 to the value of m and then returns to step
S302. Thereafter, the steps from S302 to S309 are re-
peatedly carried out until m reaches M. When m reaches
M, step S312 is carried out to output the first side infor-
mation (ref_idx[1], mvp_idx[1]) to the encoding unit 111,
store the first motion information (ref_idx[1] and mv[1])
into the motion information memory 113, and output the
first motion information to the zero-th motion information
estimation unit 122, followed by end of processing.
[0066] Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of the zero-th motion
information estimation unit 122. First, step S351 is to gen-
erate the first predicted signal in the bi-prediction, based
on the first motion information. Next, step S352 is to set
M (M=4 in Fig. 6 (A) and (C), or M=2 in Fig. 6 (B)) for the
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number of reference frames in List0 used in the prediction
of the target block, and set 0 for the reference frame index
ref_idx[0] of List0 contained in the zero-th motion infor-
mation, to initialize the count m for the reference frame
number in List0 to 0. Furthermore, the motion vector eval-
uation value D is set at a Max value. Next, step S353 is
to determine the motion vector predictor index
mvp_idx[0] to identify a motion vector predictor used in
difference encoding of the zero-th motion vector, from a
plurality of candidates. A selection method herein can
be, for example, the technique shown in steps S303 to
S309 in Fig. 3. Then a motion vector predictor candidate
pmv[0][m][n] is generated. On this occasion, a motion
vector predictor is obtained by scaling the motion vector
of the neighboring block according to a distance between
the target frame and the reference frame (or according
to the frame numbers identified by reference frame in-
dexes), as described in step S304 of Fig. 3.
[0067] Next, step S354 is to acquire the reference
frame indicated by ref_idx[0], which is stored in the frame
memory 104, and to search for the zero-th motion vector
mv[0] to minimize the sum of absolute differences of the
residual signal between the bi-predicted signal obtained
by averaging together with the first predicted signal, and
the original signal. Subsequently, step S355 is to gener-
ate the zero-th motion vector difference mvd[0] (= mv[0]
- pmv[0][m][n]). Thereafter, step S356 is to determine
whether the total of the sum of absolute differences of
the residual signal between the generated bi-predicted
signal and the original signal of the target block, and a
code amount evaluation value of the zero-th side infor-
mation (mvd[0] and m and n) (which is defined by λ(QP)
3 (an amount of coding bits of mvd, m, and n), where λ
is a weight value determined by parameter QP to define
quantization accuracy in quantization of transform coef-
ficients obtained by transform of a prediction error signal)
is smaller than the motion vector evaluation value D.
When the total of the sum of absolute differences + the
code amount evaluation value is not less than the motion
vector evaluation value D, the processing proceeds to
step S358. When the total of the sum of absolute differ-
ences + the code amount evaluation value is smaller than
the motion vector evaluation value D, the processing pro-
ceeds to step S357 to update the motion vector predictor
index mvp_idx[0] in the zero-th side information to n, up-
date the reference frame index ref_idx[0] to m, update
the motion vector difference mvd[0] to (mvd[0] -
pmv[0][ref_idx[1]][mvp_idx[1]]), and update D to the total
of the sum of absolute differences of the residual signal
between the bi-predicted signal and the original signal of
the target block + the code amount evaluation value cal-
culated in step S356. Furthermore, the motion vector
mv[0] in the zero-th motion information is updated. There-
after, the processing proceeds to step S358.
[0068] Step S358 is to determine whether the value of
m is smaller than M; when m is smaller than M, the
processing proceeds to step S359 to add 1 to the value
of m, and returns to step S353. Thereafter, the steps from

S353 to S359 are repeatedly carried out until m reaches
M. When m reaches M, step S360 is carried out to output
the zero-th side information (ref_idx[0], mvd[0],
mvp_idx[0]) to the encoding unit 111 and store the zero-
th motion information (ref_idx[0] and mv[0]) into the mo-
tion information memory 113, followed by end of process-
ing.
[0069] It is noted that the zero-th motion information
estimation unit 122 may first execute the processing to
first determine the zero-th motion information and the
zero-th side information prior to the zero-th predicted sig-
nal. In this case, step S351 in Fig. 4 is omitted and step
S3 56 is modified to determine the sum of absolute dif-
ferences of the residual signal between the zero-th pre-
dicted signal, instead of the bi-predicted signal, and the
original signal. In Fig. 3, it becomes possible to utilize the
zero-th motion information indicated by n=4 in Fig. 7, as
a candidate for the predictive motion information. This
modification can be implemented by adding a step of
generating the zero-th predicted signal in the bi-predic-
tion based on the zero-th motion information and modi-
fying step S306 so as to calculate the sum of absolute
differences of the residual signal between the bi-predict-
ed signal generated by averaging the first predicted sig-
nal and the zero-th predicted signal thus generated, and
the original predicted signal.
[0070] In this manner, the first motion vector in the bi-
prediction is generated based on the previously-encoded
motion information, and the identification information to
identify the reference frame index and the predictive mo-
tion information from a plurality of candidates as shown
in Figs. 6 and 7, is encoded instead of the motion vector;
this method allows the encoding device to generate one
similar signal which is similar to a signal of a target block
of a texture region with high randomness or a flat region
including noise, with a smaller amount of coding bits.
Furthermore, the search is conducted on the reference
frame to detect and encode the zero-th motion vector to
generate the second similar signal, whereby an effect to
enhance the smoothing effect of bi-predicted signal can
be expected, when compared to the case where the two
motion vectors are obtained both from the previously-
encoded motion information.
[0071] Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing a procedure of a
video predictive encoding method in the video predictive
encoding device 100 according to the present embodi-
ment. First, the block division unit 102 divides an input
picture into 838 encoding blocks (the input picture may
be divided into blocks of any other size or shape, or blocks
of different sizes may be mixed in an input picture).
[0072] First, the first motion information estimation unit
121 forming the predicted signal generation unit 103 gen-
erates the first predicted signal similar to a target block,
using the reference frames in List1 obtained from the
frame memory 104 and the candidates for first predictive
motion information obtained from the motion information
memory, and also generates the first motion information
and the first side information used for generation of the
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first predicted signal (step S100). The details of this step
were already described with Fig. 3. Next, the zero-th mo-
tion information estimation unit 122 generates the zero-
th predicted signal similar to the target block, using the
reference frames in List0 obtained from the frame mem-
ory 104 and the candidates for zero-th predictive motion
information obtained from the motion information mem-
ory, and the first motion information obtained from the
first motion information estimation unit 121, and also gen-
erates the zero-th motion information and the zero-th side
information used for generation of the zero-th predicted
signal (step S150). The details of this step were already
described with Fig. 4.
[0073] Next, the encoding unit 111 entropy encodes
the zero-th side information and the first side information
and stores the zero-th motion information and the first
motion information into the motion information memory
113 (step S101). Subsequently, in step S102, the pre-
dicted signal combining unit 123 forming the predicted
signal generation unit 103 averages the zero-th predicted
signal and the first predicted signal to generate a bi-pre-
dicted signal of the target block. A residual signal indic-
ative of a difference between the pixel signal of the en-
coding target block and the predicted signal is trans-
formed and encoded by the transform unit 106, quanti-
zation unit 107, and encoding unit 111 (step S103). The
encoded data of the side information and quantized
transform coefficients is output via the output terminal
112 (step S104). For predictive encoding of a subsequent
encoding target block, the inverse quantization unit 108
and the inverse transform unit 109 decode the encoded
residual signal after these processes, or in parallel with
these processes. Then the addition unit 110 adds the
decoded residual signal to the predicted signal to repro-
duce a signal of the encoding target block. The repro-
duced signal is stored as a reference frame in the frame
memory 104 (step S105). Unless the processing is com-
pleted for all encoding target blocks, the processing re-
turns to step S100 to perform the processing for the next
encoding target block. When the processing is completed
for all the encoding target blocks, the processing is ter-
minated (step S106).
[0074] Next, a video predictive decoding method ac-
cording to the present embodiment will be described. Fig.
10 is a block diagram showing a video predictive decod-
ing device 200 according to the present embodiment.
This video predictive decoding device 200 is provided
with an input terminal 201, a decoding unit 202, an in-
verse quantization unit 203, an inverse transform unit
204, an addition unit 205, an output terminal 206, a mo-
tion compensation unit 207, a motion information recon-
struction unit 208, a frame memory 104, and a motion
information memory 113. The inverse quantization unit
203 and inverse transform unit 204 function as residual
signal reconstruction means and the motion information
memory 113 functions as motion information storing
means. The decoding means by the inverse quantization
unit 203 and the inverse transform unit 204 may be any

means other than these. Furthermore, the inverse trans-
form unit 204 may be omitted.
[0075] The input terminal 201 implements input of com-
pressed data resulting from compression encoding by
the aforementioned video predictive encoding method.
This compressed data contains encoded data of infor-
mation of quantized transform coefficients obtained by
transformation and quantization of error signals and en-
tropy encoding of transform coefficients, and encoded
data of the zero-th side information and the first side in-
formation for generation of bit-predicted signals of blocks,
for a plurality of divided encoding blocks.
[0076] The decoding unit 202 analyzes the com-
pressed data input from the input terminal 201, separates
the data into the encoded data of quantized transform
coefficients and the encoded data of side information
about each decoding target block, performs entropy de-
coding thereof, and outputs the decoded data via L202a
and via L202b to the inverse quantization unit 203 and
to the motion information reconstruction unit 208, respec-
tively.
[0077] The motion information reconstruction unit 208
receives the zero-th side information (ref_idx[0], mvd[0],
mvp_idx[0]) and the first side information (ref_idx[1],
mvp_idx[1]) via L202b and reconstructs the zero-th mo-
tion information (ref_idx[0], mv[0]) and the first motion
information (ref_idx[1], mv[1]), using the previously-de-
coded motion information acquired via L113. The recon-
structed zero-th motion information and first motion in-
formation is output via L208a and via L208b to the motion
compensation unit 207 and to the motion information
memory 113, respectively. The motion information mem-
ory stores the motion information.
[0078] The motion compensation unit 207 acquires
previously-reproduced signals from the frame memory
104, based on the two pieces of motion information, and
averages the two predicted signals to generate a bi-pre-
dicted signal of the decoding target block. The predicted
signal thus generated is output via L207 to the addition
unit 205.
[0079] The quantized transform coefficients of the re-
sidual signal in the decoding target block decoded by the
decoding unit 202 are output via L203 to the inverse
quantization unit 203. The inverse quantization unit 203
inversely quantizes the quantized coefficients of the re-
sidual signal in the decoding target block. The inverse
transform unit 204 transforms the inversely quantized da-
ta by an inverse discrete cosine transform to generate a
residual signal.
[0080] The addition unit 205 adds the bi-predicted sig-
nal generated by the motion compensation unit 207, to
the residual signal reconstructed by the inverse quanti-
zation unit 203 and the inverse transform unit 204 and
outputs a reproduced pixel signal of the decoding target
block via line L205 to the output terminal 206 and the
frame memory 104. The output terminal 206 outputs the
signal to the outside (e.g., a display).
[0081] The frame memory 104 stores the reproduced
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picture output from the addition unit 205, as a reference
frame, which is a reproduced picture for reference for the
next decoding process.
[0082] Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing a configu-
ration of the motion information reconstruction unit 208
according to the present embodiment. This motion infor-
mation reconstruction unit 208 is provided with a first mo-
tion information reconstruction unit 211 and a zero-th mo-
tion information reconstruction unit 212.
[0083] These first motion information reconstruction
unit 211 and zero-th motion information reconstruction
unit 212 can operate simultaneously.
[0084] The zero-th motion information reconstruction
unit 212 receives input of the zero-th side information
(ref_idx[0], mvp_idx[0], mv[0]) to generate the zero-th
motion vector predictor (pmv[0][ref_idx[0]][mvp_idx[0]])
from the motion information of the neighboring block ob-
tained via L 113, adds the motion vector predictor to the
motion vector difference (mvd[0]) in the side information
to generate the motion vector in the zero-th motion infor-
mation, thereby restoring the zero-th motion information.
Similarly, when the reference frame identified by ref_idx
is different from the reference frame identified by ref_idx
of the target block, a scaling process of the motion vector
in the predictive motion information may be performed
based on the frame numbers of the encoding target frame
and the two reference frames.
[0085] The first motion information reconstruction unit
211 receives input of the first side information (ref_idx[1],
mvp_idx[1]) to generate the first motion vector predictor
(pmv[1][ref_idx[1]][mvp_idx[1]]) from the previously-de-
coded motion information obtained via L113. This motion
vector predictor is defined as the motion vector in the first
motion information (mv[1] =
pmv[1][ref_idx[1]][mvp_idx[1]]), thereby restoring the
first motion information. At this time, the first motion vec-
tor may be reconstructed by setting the motion vector
difference mvd[1] to a zero vector and adding it to the
motion vector predictor. On this occasion, if the reference
frame identified by ref_idx is different from the reference
frame identified by ref_idx of the target block, a scaling
process of the motion vector in the predictive motion in-
formation may be performed based on the frame num-
bers of the encoding target frame and the two reference
frames. Namely, the motion vector in the predictive mo-
tion information is scaled to be converted into a motion
vector to the reference frame identified by the target
block, and the motion vector after the conversion is used
as a motion vector predictor.
[0086] Fig. 13 shows a flowchart of the zero-th motion
information reconstruction unit 212. First, step S451 is
to input decoded data of the zero-th side information
(ref_idx[0] and mvp_idx[0] and mvd[0]). Next, step S452
is to input the motion information indicated by mvp_idx[0],
from the motion information of the neighboring blocks as
shown in Fig. 7 (excluding the motion information of block
400 because it is undetermined), based on ref_idx[0] and
mvp_idx[0] thus input, and derive the motion vector pre-

dictor (pmv[0][ref_idx[0]][mvp_idx[0]]). At this time, if the
reference frame identified by ref_idx is different from the
reference frame identified by ref_idx of the target block,
a scaling process of the motion vector in the predictive
motion information may be performed based on the frame
numbers of the encoding target frame and the two refer-
ence frames. Thereafter, step S453 is to add the gener-
ated motion vector predictor to the motion vector differ-
ence to reconstruct the zero-th motion vector (mv[0] =
pmv[0][ref_idx[0]][mvp_idx[0]] + mvd[0]). Finally, step
S454 is to output the zero-th motion information
(ref_idx[0] and mv[0]) to the motion compensation unit
207 and the motion information memory 113, followed
by end of processing.
[0087] Fig. 12 shows a flowchart of the first motion in-
formation reconstruction unit 211. First, step S401 is to
input decoded data of the first side information (ref_idx[1]
and mvp_idx[1]) and step S402 is to set 0 for the vector
values of the motion vector difference (mvd[1]). Next,
step S403 is to input the motion information indicated by
mvp_idx[1] from the previously-decoded motion informa-
tion (in which n=4 can be included) as shown in Fig. 7,
based on ref_idx[1] and mvp_idx[1] thus input, and derive
the motion vector predictor
(pmv[1][ref_idx[1]][mvp_idx[1]]). At this time, if the refer-
ence frame identified by ref_idx is different from the ref-
erence frame identified by ref_idx of the target block, a
scaling process of the motion vector in the predictive mo-
tion information may be performed based on the frame
numbers of the encoding target frame and the two refer-
ence frames. Thereafter, step S404 is to add the gener-
ated motion vector predictor to the motion vector differ-
ence to reconstruct the first motion vector (mv[1] =
pmv[1][ref_idx[1]][mvp_idx[1]] + mvd[1]) Finally, step
S405 is to output the first motion information (ref_idx[1]
and mv[1]) to the motion compensation unit 207 and the
motion information memory 113, followed by end of
processing. Since the vector values of mvd[1] are 0 in
this example, step S402 may be omitted and step S404
may be modified so as to set the motion vector predictor
to the motion vector (mv[1] =
pmv[1][ref_idx[1]][mvp_idx[1]]).
[0088] Next, the video predictive decoding method in
the video predictive decoding device 200 shown in Fig.
10 will be described using Fig. 14. First, compressed data
is input via the input terminal 201 (step S201). Then the
decoding unit 202 performs data analysis of the com-
pressed data, and performs entropy decoding thereof to
decode the zero-th side information and the first side in-
formation used for generation of the bi-predicted signals,
and the quantized transform coefficients (step S202).
[0089] Next, the zero-th motion information recon-
struction unit 212 forming the motion information recon-
struction unit 208 reconstructs the zero-th motion infor-
mation, using the zero-th side information and the motion
information of the neighboring blocks stored in the motion
information memory 113 (step S250). The details of this
step were already described with Fig. 13.
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[0090] Subsequently, the first motion information re-
construction unit 211 forming the motion information re-
construction unit 208 reconstructs the first motion infor-
mation, using the first side information and the motion
information of the neighboring blocks stored in the motion
information memory 113 (step S200). The details of this
step were already described with Fig. 12.
[0091] Next, the motion compensation unit 207 gener-
ates the bi-predicted signal of the decoding target block,
based on the reconstructed motion information, and
stores the motion information into the motion information
memory 113 (S207).
[0092] The inverse quantization unit 203 performs the
inverse quantization of the quantized transform coeffi-
cients decoded by the decoding unit 202 and the inverse
transform unit 204 performs the inverse transform to gen-
erate a reproduced residual signal (S208). Then the gen-
erated bi-predicted signal is added to the reproduced re-
sidual signal to generate a reproduced signal and this
reproduced signal is stored for reproduction of the next
decoding target block into the frame memory 104 (step
S209). The processes from S202 to S209 are repeatedly
carried out as long as next compressed data exists
(S210), and all the data is processed to the last.
[0093] Next, a technique of selectively using a plurality
of bi-prediction methods including the present invention
will be described. The bi-prediction of encoding only one
motion vector difference as described above (which will
be referred to as bi-prediction type 2) can be used adap-
tively in combination with the conventional bi-prediction
of encoding two motion vector differences (which will be
referred to as bi-prediction type 1) and the uni-prediction.
These prediction systems can be used with switching in
frame unit, in slice unit of a group of blocks, or in block
unit. Switching processes applicable herein include a
method of encoding switching information and a method
of making the decoder side determine the switching
based on the frame numbers of the reference frames.
[0094] The switching process between bi-prediction
type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 can be implemented by
adding to the first motion information estimation unit 121
in Fig. 2, a block matching function and a function to
calculate a motion vector difference by subtracting a pre-
dictive vector from a motion vector detected by search,
and by adding to the first motion information reconstruc-
tion unit in Fig. 11, a function to derive a motion vector
difference from the decoding unit. Specific methods will
be described below.

(Switching in Frame/Slice Unit, and Encoding of Switch-
ing Information of Bi-prediction Type)

[0095] For switching between bi-prediction type 1 and
bi-prediction type 2 in frame/slice unit, the switching in-
formation of bi-prediction type (e.g., BiPred_type) is en-
coded as included in a header of a frame or a slice.
[0096] When all reference frame candidates are past
frames in the display order with respect to the encoding

target frame as in Fig. 5 (A), bi-prediction type 2 is effec-
tive and thus the encoder side selects use of bi-prediction
type 2. Then the encoding device encodes indication in-
formation to indicate bi-prediction type 2 (e.g.,
BiPred_type = 1), in the header information of a frame
or a slice. On the other hand, when the reference frame
candidates include a future frame in the display order
with respect to the encoding target frame as in Fig. 5 (B),
the encoding device selects bi-prediction type 1 and en-
codes indication information to indicate bi-prediction type
1 (e.g., BiPred_type = 0), in the header information of a
frame or a slice.
[0097] When bi-prediction type 1 is used, a motion vec-
tor mv[1] is searched for and mvd[1] is included in the
first side information, similar to the zero-th side informa-
tion (encoded data of ref_idx[0] and mvd[0] and
mvp_idx[0]), as encoded together with ref_idx[1] and
mvp_idx[1], in encoding of a block in a frame or in a slice.
When bi-prediction type 2 is used, ref_idx[0] and mvd[0]
and mvp_idx[0] are encoded as the zero-th side informa-
tion, and ref_idx[1] and mvp_idx[1] are encoded as the
first side information.
[0098] The decoder side switches the reconstruction
method of mvd[1], in decoding of each block in a frame
or in a slice, based on the indication information decoded
from the header information of the frame or the slice.
Namely, when the indication information indicative of bi-
prediction type 1 (e.g., BiPred_type = 0) is decoded, the
first side information is decoded including mvd[1], togeth-
er with ref_idx[1] and mvp_idx[1], in decoding of each
block in the frame or in the slice. When the indication
information indicative of bi-prediction type 2 (e.g.,
BiPred_type = 1) is decoded, the first side information is
decoded to obtain ref_idx[1] and mvp_idx[1] and 0 is set
for horizontal and vertical vector values of mvd[1], in de-
coding of each block in the frame or in the slice. The zero-
th side information is decoded to obtain ref_idx[0] and
mvd[0] and mvp_idx[0], regardless of the value of the
indication information.
[0099] The switching method between bi-prediction
type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 on the encoder side does
not have to depend on the method described herein. For
example, bi--prediction type 2 may be used if all the ref-
erence frames are future frames in the display order with
respect to the encoding target frame. It is also possible
to adopt a method of checking encoding efficiencies in
actual application of bi-prediction type 1 and bi-prediction
type 2 (e.g., evaluation values obtained by converting
the sum of squared differences of an encoding error sig-
nal + encoding bit count) and selecting a type with a high-
er encoding efficiency.
[0100] Furthermore, in the case of an encoding method
of adaptively using a plurality of block sizes as shown in
Fig. 8, the indication information indicative of switching
between bi-prediction type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 may
be individually sent for each of different block sizes, in
the frame or slice header. For example, when the block
sizes are 64364, 32332, 16316, and 838, four pieces
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of indication information are encoded.
[0101] When both of the uni-prediction and bi-predic-
tion are applied to a block prediction method, the encoder
side selects a prediction type (uni-prediction or bi-predic-
tion) and encodes it as included in the side information.
Then the switching process between bi-prediction type
1 and bi-prediction type 2 is carried out with only blocks
for which the bi-prediction is selected. The decoder side
performs the switching process between bi-prediction
type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 with only blocks for which
the information indicative of bi-prediction as a prediction
type is decoded.

(Switching in Frame/Slice Unit, and Determination Based 
on Frame Numbers of Reference Frames)

[0102] The reference frame candidates shown in Fig.
5(A) and Fig. 5 (B) are the same on the encoder side and
on the decoder side. For this reason, which of bi-predic-
tion type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 is to be used can be
determined based on the frame numbers of the reference
frame candidates and the frame number of the encoding
target frame. Namely, bi-prediction type 2 is used when
all the reference frame candidates are past frames in the
display order with respect to the encoding target frame;
bi-prediction type 1 is used when the reference frame
candidates include a future frame in the display order
with respect to the encoding target frame. This method
does not require transmission of indication information.
[0103] It is also possible to apply bi-prediction type 2
when all the reference frame candidates are future
frames in the display order with respect to the encoding
target frame.

(Switching in Block Unit, and Encoding of Switching In-
formation)

[0104] In the case of switching between bi-prediction
type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 in block unit, the switching
information of bi-prediction type (e.g.,
BiPred_block_type) is encoded as included in the side
information of each block.
[0105] Since bi-prediction type 2 is effective when two
reference frames in bi-prediction are past frames in the
display order with respect to the encoding target frame,
the encoder side selects use of bi-prediction type 2. Then
the encoding device adds indication information indica-
tive of bi-prediction type 2 (e.g., BiPred_block_type = 1)
to the side information of the block and encodes it togeth-
er with ref_idx[0], mvd[0], and mvp_idx[0] of the zero-th
side information and ref_idx[1] and mvp_idx[1] of the first
side information. On the other hand, when the two refer-
ence frames in bi-prediction include a future frame in the
display order with respect to the encoding target frame,
the encoder side selects bi-prediction type 1. Then the
encoding device adds indication information indicative of
bi-prediction type 1 (e.g., BiPred_block_type = 0) to the
side information of the block and encodes it together with

ref_idx[0], mvd[0], and mvp_idx[0] of the zero-th side in-
formation and ref_idx[1], mvd[1] (mvd[1] is included in
the first side information), and mvp_idx[1] of the first side
information.
[0106] The decoder side decodes the side information
of the block including the switching information of bi-pre-
diction type (e.g., BiPred_block_type) and switches the
reconstruction method of mvd[1], based on a decoded
value. Specifically, when the indication information indic-
ative of bi-prediction type 1 (e.g., BiPred_block_type =
0) is decoded as the side information of the block, the
decoding device decodes ref_idx[0] and mvd[0] and
mvp_idx[0] as the zero-th side information and decodes
ref_idx[1] and mvd[1] and mvp_idx[1] as the first side
information. On the other hand, when the indication in-
formation indicative of bi-prediction type 2 (e.g.,
BiPred_block_type = 1) is decoded as the side informa-
tion of the block, the decoding device decodes ref_idx[0]
and mvd[0] and mvp_idx[0] as the zero-th side informa-
tion, decodes ref_idx[1] and mvp_idx[1] as the first side
information, and set 0 for horizontal and vertical vector
values of mvd[1].
[0107] The switching method between bi-prediction
type 1 and the bi-prediction type 2 on the encoder side
does not have to depend on the method described herein.
For example, when both of the two reference frames are
future frames in the display order with respect to the en-
coding target frame, bi-prediction type 2 may be applied.
It is also possible to adopt a method of checking encoding
efficiencies in actual application of bi-prediction type 1
and bi-prediction type 2 (e.g., evaluation values obtained
by converting the sum of squared differences of an en-
coding error signal + encoding bit count) for each block,
and selecting a type with a higher encoding efficiency.
[0108] When both of the uni-prediction and bi-predic-
tion are applied to the block prediction method, the en-
coder side selects a prediction type (uni-prediction or bi-
prediction) and encodes it as included in the side infor-
mation. Then the switching process between bi-predic-
tion type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 is carried out with only
blocks for which the bi-prediction is selected. The decod-
er side performs the switching process between bi-pre-
diction type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 with only blocks
for which the information indicative of bi-prediction as a
prediction type is decoded.

(Switching in Block Unit, and Determination Based on 
Frame Numbers of Reference Frames)

[0109] The reference frame candidates shown in Fig.
5(A) and Fig. 5 (B) are the same on the encoder side and
the decoder side. For this reason, which of bi-prediction
type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 is to be used can be de-
termined based on the frame numbers of the two refer-
ence frames used in bi-prediction, which are encoded/de-
coded as the side information of block, and the frame
number of the encoding target frame. Namely, bi-predic-
tion type 2 is applied when the two reference frames used
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in the bi-prediction both are past frames in the display
order with respect to the encoding target frame; bi-pre-
diction type 1 is applied when either or both of the two
reference frames are future frames in the display order
with respect to the encoding target frame. This method
does not require transmission of indication information.
Bi-prediction type 2 may be applied when both of the two
reference frames are future frames in the display order
with respect to the encoding target frame.

(Combination of Switching in Frame/Slice Unit and 
Switching in Block Unit)

[0110] In frame/slice unit, indication information to in-
dicate whether the switching of bi-prediction type is to be
performed in frame/slice unit or in block unit is encod-
ed/decoded.
[0111] When the switching of bi-prediction type is car-
ried out in frame/slice unit, the switching information of
bi-prediction type (e.g., BiPred_type) is additionally en-
coded/decoded as included in a header of a frame or a
slice, as described above. On this occasion, in the case
of the encoding method of adaptively using a plurality of
block sizes as shown in Fig. 8, the indication information
to indicate switching between bi-prediction type 1 and bi-
prediction type 2 may be individually sent for each of
different block sizes, in the frame or slice header. For
example, when the block sizes are 64364, 32332,
16316, and 838, four pieces of indication information
are encoded.
[0112] When the switching of bi-prediction type is car-
ried out in block frame unit, the switching information of
bi-prediction type (e.g., BiPred_block_type) is addition-
ally encoded/decoded as included in the side information
of a block, in block unit, as described above. On this
occasion, further, in the case of the encoding method of
adaptively using a plurality of block sizes as shown in
Fig. 8, indication information to indicate whether the
switching process between bi-prediction type 1 and bi-
prediction type 2 is to be carried out may be individually
transmitted for each of different block sizes, in the frame
or slice header. For example, when the block sizes are
64364, 32332, 16316, and 838, four pieces of indica-
tion information are encoded.
[0113] It is also possible to encode/decode indication
information to indicate application of only bi-prediction
type 1, application of only bi-prediction type 2, or switch-
ing between the two bi-prediction types in each block in
a frame/slice, in frame/slice unit. On this occasion, in the
case of the encoding method of adaptively using a plu-
rality of block sizes as shown in Fig. 8, the indication
information may be individually transmitted for each of
different block sizes.
[0114] In another method, indication information to in-
dicate whether bi-prediction type 2 is to be applied is
encoded/decoded in frame/slice unit. In a frame/slice us-
ing bi-prediction type 2, indication information may be
further encoded/decoded to indicate whether switching

between bi-prediction type 1 and bi-prediction type 2 is
to be performed in each block in the frame/slice, or to
indicate whether bi-prediction type 2 is applied to all the
blocks in the frame/slice. On this occasion, in the case
of the encoding method of adaptively using a plurality of
block sizes as shown in Fig. 8, these pieces of indication
information may be individually transmitted for each of
the different block sizes, in the frame or slice header.
[0115] In the above description, the zero-th motion in-
formation of the target block 400 was included in the can-
didates for the first motion vector predictor shown in Fig.
7. However, it is also possible to separately prepare as
bi-prediction type 3 a method of defining the zero-th mo-
tion information as first predictive motion information,
scaling the predictive motion information, based on the
first reference frame index included in the zero-th motion
information and the first reference frame index included
in the first motion information, and using the scaled result
as first motion information. Namely, the scaling is per-
formed so that the motion vector included in the zero-th
motion information becomes the motion vector of the ref-
erence frame indicated by the reference frame index of
the first motion information. In this case, the zero-th mo-
tion information of the target block does not have to be
included in the candidates for the first predictive motion
information in bi-prediction type 2 (n=4 in Fig. 7 is ex-
cluded from the candidates). When bi-prediction type 3
is applied, encoding/decoding of the first motion vector
predictor index is not carried out. Namely, the first side
information is encoded/decoded, including the first ref-
erence frame index (ref_idx[1]) but not including the mo-
tion vector difference (mvd[1]) and the first motion vector
predictor index (mvp_idx[1]).
[0116] An application method of bi-prediction type 3
may be to encode/decode indication information to indi-
cate switching among bi-prediction type 1, bi-prediction
type 2, and bi-prediction type 3, in frame/slice unit or in
block unit. It is also possible to encode/decode indication
information to indicate switching between bi-prediction
type 1 and bi-prediction type 3, or, switching between bi-
prediction type 2 and bi-prediction type 3, in frame/slice
unit or in block unit.
[0117] It is also conceivable to employ a method of
using it as a substitute for bi-prediction type 1 in the above
description. Namely, bi-prediction type 3 is applied when
the plurality of reference frame candidates include a fu-
ture frame in the display order with respect to the encod-
ing target frame; bi-prediction type 2 is applied when the
plurality of reference frame candidates all are past frames
in the display order with respect to the encoding target
frame.
[0118] In another applicable method, when the refer-
ence frame indicated by the reference frame index in the
zero-th motion information is different from the reference
frame indicated by the reference frame index in the first
motion information, bi-prediction type 3 is applied instead
of bi-prediction type 2 (with no need for encoding/decod-
ing of the first motion vector predictor index). On the other
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hand, when the reference frame indicated by the refer-
ence frame index in the zero-th motion information is the
same as the reference frame indicated by the reference
frame index in the first motion information, bi-prediction
type 2 is applied (with encoding/decoding of the first mo-
tion vector predictor index).
[0119] The switching information of bi-prediction type
does not have to be limited to the identification informa-
tion such as BiPred_type or BiPred_block_type. It may
be any information to indicate whether encoding/decod-
ing of motion vector difference is to be carried out. For
example, flag information may be encoded/decoded to
indicate whether mvd is included in the first side informa-
tion or in the zero-th side information like
mvd_list1_zero_flag or mvd_list0_zero_flag. When bi-
prediction type 1, bi-prediction type 2, and bi-prediction
type 3 are switched in frame/slice unit or in block unit, a
flag to indicate that mvd is not included in the side infor-
mation is sent in application of either of bi-prediction type
2 and bi-prediction type 3. The switching between bi-
prediction type 2 and bi-prediction type 3 may be per-
formed based on the reference frame indexes as de-
scribed above (bi-prediction type 2 is applied when the
reference frame indicated by the reference frame index
in the zero-th motion information is the same as the ref-
erence frame indicated by the reference frame index in
the first motion information), and selection information
may be further encoded/decoded.
[0120] Fig. 15 is a block diagram showing modules of
a program that can execute the video predictive encoding
method. As shown in Fig. 15 (A), the video predictive
encoding program P100 is provided with a block division
module P101, a predicted signal generation module
P103, a storage module P104, a subtraction module
P105, a transform module P106, a quantization module
P107, an inverse quantization module P108, an inverse
transform module P109, an addition module P110, an
encoding module P111, and a motion information storage
module P113. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 15 (B), the
predicted signal generation module P103 is provided with
a first motion information estimation module P121, a ze-
ro-th motion information estimation module P122, and a
predicted signal combining module P123. The functions
implemented by execution of the above respective mod-
ules are the same as the functions of the above-described
video predictive encoding device 100. Namely, the func-
tions of the respective modules in the video predictive
encoding program P100 are the same as the functions
of the block division unit 102, predicted signal generation
unit 103, frame memory 104, subtraction unit 105, trans-
form unit 106, quantization unit 107, inverse quantization
unit 108, inverse transform unit 109, addition unit 110,
encoding unit 111, motion information memory 113, first
motion information estimation unit 121, zero-th motion
information estimation unit 122, and predicted signal
combining unit 123.
[0121] Fig. 16 is a block diagram showing modules of
a program that can execute the video predictive decoding

method. As shown in Fig. 16 (A), the video predictive
decoding program P200 is provided with a decoding
module P201, a motion information decoding module
P202, a motion compensation module P203, a motion
information storage module P204, an inverse quantiza-
tion module P205, an inverse transform module P206,
an addition module P207, and a storage module P104.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 16 (B), the motion infor-
mation decoding module P202 is provided with a first
motion information reconstruction module P211 and a
zero-th motion information reconstruction module P212.
[0122] The functions implemented by execution of the
above respective modules are the same as those of the
components of the aforementioned video predictive de-
coding device 200. Namely, the functions of the respec-
tive modules in the video predictive decoding program
P200 are the same as the functions of the decoding unit
202, motion information reconstruction unit 208, motion
compensation unit 207, motion information memory 113,
inverse quantization unit 203, inverse transform unit 204,
addition unit 205, frame memory 104, first motion infor-
mation reconstruction unit 211, and zero-th motion infor-
mation reconstruction unit 212.
[0123] The video predictive encoding program P100
or the video predictive decoding program P200 config-
ured as described above is stored in a below-described
storing medium 10 shown in Figs. 17 and 18, and is ex-
ecuted by a computer described below.
[0124] Fig. 17 is a drawing showing a hardware con-
figuration of a computer for executing a program record-
ed in a storing medium and Fig. 18 a perspective view
of a computer for executing a program stored in a storing
medium. The equipment for executing the program
stored in the storing medium is not limited to computers,
but may be a DVD player, a set-top box, a cell phone, or
the like provided with a CPU and configured to perform
processing and control based on software.
[0125] As shown in Fig. 17, the computer 30 is provided
with a reading device 12 such as a flexible disk drive unit,
a CD-ROM drive unit, or a DVD drive unit, a working
memory (RAM) 14 on which an operating system is res-
ident, a memory 16 to store a program stored in the stor-
ing medium 10, a monitor unit 18 such as a display, a
mouse 20 and a keyboard 22 as input devices, a com-
munication device 24 for transmission/reception of data
and others, and a CPU 26 to control execution of the
program. When the storing medium 10 is put into the
reading device 12, the computer 30 becomes accessible
to the video predictive encoding or decoding program
stored in the storing medium 10, through the reading de-
vice 12, and becomes able to operate as the video en-
coding device or the video decoding device according to
the present embodiment, based on the image encoding
or decoding program.
[0126] As shown in Fig. 18, the video predictive encod-
ing program and the video decoding program may be
provided in the form of computer data signal 40 super-
imposed on a carrier wave, through a network. In this
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case, the computer 30 stores the video predictive encod-
ing program or the video decoding program received
through the communication device 24, into the memory
16 and becomes able to execute the video predictive
encoding program or the video predictive decoding pro-
gram.
[0127] In the present invention, it is possible to further
employ modifications as described below.

(1) Relation between zero-th side information and first 
side information

[0128] In the above description the first side informa-
tion contains ref_idx[1] and mvp_idx[1] and the zero-th
side information contains ref_idx[0] and mvd[0] and
mvp_idx[0]; however, this configuration may be re-
versed. Specifically, the first side information contains
ref_idx[1] and mvd[1] and mvp_idx[1] and the zero-th side
information contains ref_idx[0] and mvp_idx[0]. In this
case, the zero-th predictive motion information is gener-
ated from the motion information of the neighboring
blocks, the zero-th predicted signal is generated, and
then a search is conducted for the first motion information
to minimize the evaluation value of the sum of absolute
differences between the bi-predicted signal and the orig-
inal signal of the target block + the side information.
[0129] In another available method, the first side infor-
mation contains ref_idx[1] and mvp_idx[1] and the zero-
th side information contains ref_idx[0] and mvp_idx[0].
Namely, the motion vector difference is not encoded and
the decoder side sets 0 for the horizontal and vertical
vector values of the two motion vector differences. In
another method, the zero-th motion vector predictor and
the first motion vector predictor are set to the zero-th
motion vector and the first motion vector, respectively.

(2) Reference frames

[0130] In the above description, the reference frame
index is encoded/decoded as included in the first side
information, but it may be determined based on the ref-
erence frame index associated with the motion informa-
tion of the neighboring block indicated by mvp_idx (for
example, for the neighboring blocks 401 to 404 in Fig. 7,
the associated reference frame index in List1 is used as
it is and, for the neighboring blocks 410 to 415, a scaling
process is applied to a motion vector in a neighboring
block, based on the difference between reference frames
indicated by the reference frame indexes of the target
block and the neighboring block). Furthermore, the ref-
erence frame index of the first motion information may
be preliminarily determined. Since the reference frame
index can be uniquely reconstructed on the decoder side
in these cases, the reference frame index ref_idx does
not have to be encoded as included in the first side in-
formation.
[0131] The selection of reference frames and the lists
thereof are not limited to the examples of Fig. 5 and Fig.

6. The reference frame lists may be encoded in
frame/slice unit, and the number of reference frames
does not always have to be 4 as in Fig. 5, but the present
invention may be carried out with any other number.

(3) Predictive motion information

[0132] The above embodiments used plural pieces of
previously-encoded/previously-decoded motion infor-
mation as candidates for predictive motion information
as shown in Fig. 7, but the number and positions of neigh-
boring blocks to be used are not limited to those.
[0133] The bi-prediction of the present invention can
also be carried out in a configuration wherein the zero-
th motion vector of the neighboring block is included in
the candidates for the first motion vector predictor and
the first motion vector of the neighboring block is included
in the candidates for the zero-th motion vector predictor.
The zero-th motion information encoded/decoded before
may be added to the candidates for first predictive motion
information.
[0134] The present invention is not limited, either, as
to whether the scaling process of motion vector is to be
carried out when the reference frame index in the previ-
ously-encoded/previously-decoded motion information
is different from the reference frame index in the motion
information associated with the target block.
[0135] When there is only one candidate for motion
vector predictor, the motion vector predictor index
mvp_idx does not have to be encoded as included in the
first side information.
[0136] In the present invention there are no restrictions
on the method of generating the motion vector predictor,
either. For example, it is also possible to adopt as a mo-
tion vector predictor the median of an odd number of
candidates for motion vector predictor. Since the motion
vector predictor is also uniquely determined on the de-
coder side in this case, the motion vector predictor index
mvp_idx does not have to be encoded as included in the
first side information.
[0137] The bi-prediction of the present invention can
also be carried out in the case of the encoding/decoding
method using a plurality of block sizes, as shown in Fig.
8, as long as a method for determining the candidates
for predictive motion information is defined. For example,
in the example of Fig. 8, it is possible to define blocks
421 to 428 adjacent to the target block 400 as candidates
for predictive information, or to preliminarily determine a
numbering method of neighboring blocks and set motion
information of neighboring blocks as many as a number
designated in frame unit or in slice unit, as candidates
for motion vector predictor.

(4) Zero-th motion information and side information

[0138] In the present invention there are no restrictions
on the configurations of the zero-th motion information
and the side information; the reference frame index and
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the motion vector predictor index may be set as fixed
values, without being encoded, or they may be derived
by a predetermined method.
[0139] As for the zero-th motion information and side
information, similar to the first motion information and
side information, the decoder side may set mv[0] = pmv[0]
(or mvd[0] = 0), without encoding mvd[0].

(5) Frame numbers

[0140] In the above description the frame number
(frame_num) is used to identify each of the reference
frames and encoding target frame, but any other infor-
mation may be used, without influence on implementa-
tion of the present invention, as long as it is information
that allows identification of each reference frame.

(6) Reconstruction of first motion vector difference mvd[1]

[0141] In the above-described bi-prediction of the
present invention, the vector values of the first motion
vector difference mvd[1] are 0. For this reason, without
encoding mvd[1], the decoder side sets 0 for the vector
values of mvd[1] or sets the motion vector mv[1] to
pmv[1]. Another effective embodiment can be a method
of including mvd[1] = 0 in the first side information and
efficiently entropy encoding zeros.
[0142] When arithmetic coding is used for the entropy
encoding, for example, the zero-th motion vector differ-
ence and the first motion vector difference are encod-
ed/decoded by different probability models. For example,
two probability models with different probability frequen-
cies of vector values 0 of motion vector difference are
prepared for encoding/decoding of the motion vector dif-
ference. Then the second probability model with the high-
er frequency of vector values 0 of motion vector differ-
ence is used for encoding/decoding of the first motion
vector difference, and the other first probability model is
used for encoding/decoding of the zero-th motion vector
difference. Furthermore, different probability models may
also be prepared for horizontal and vertical vector values
of motion vector difference.
[0143] In another applicable method, the second prob-
ability model is used for only the first motion vector dif-
ference of each block to which bi-prediction type 2 is ap-
plied, and the first probability model is used for encod-
ing/decoding of the motion vector differences of the other
blocks.
[0144] When variable-length coding is applied, the ze-
ro-th motion vector difference and the first motion vector
difference are encoded/decoded using different variable-
length code tables. For example, two variable-length
code tables with different code lengths assigned to vector
values 0 of the motion vector difference are prepared.
Then the second variable-length code table with a shorter
code length assigned to vector values 0 of the motion
vector difference is used for encoding/decoding of the
first motion vector difference, and the other first variable-

length code table is used for encoding/decoding of the
zero-th motion vector difference. Furthermore, separate
variable-length code tables may be prepared for horizon-
tal and vertical vector values of motion vector difference.
[0145] In another applicable method, the second var-
iable-length code table is used for only the first motion
vector difference of each block to which bi-prediction type
2 is applied, and the first variable-length code table is
used for encoding/decoding of the motion vector differ-
ences of the other blocks.

(7)N-prediction

[0146] In the above description the prediction types of
inter-frame prediction are uni-prediction and bi-predic-
tion, but the present invention can also be applied to pre-
diction methods of combining three or more predicted
signals. When the predicted signal is generated by com-
bining three or more predicted signals, the number of
pieces of side information without mvd may be any
number not less than 1.

(8) Transform unit and inverse transform unit

[0147] The transform process of residual signal may
be carried out in a fixed block size or the transform proc-
ess may be carried out in each of sub-regions obtained
by subdividing a target region into the sub-regions.

(9) Color signal

[0148] There is no specific description about color for-
mat in the above embodiments, but the predicted signal
generation process may also be carried out for color sig-
nal or color-residual signal, separately from luminance
signal. It may also be carried out in synchronization with
the processing of luminance signal.
[0149] The present invention was described above in
detail on the basis of the embodiments thereof. It should
be, however, noted that the present invention is by no
means limited to the above embodiments. The present
invention can be modified in various ways without de-
parting from the scope and spirit of the invention.

List of Reference Signs

[0150] 100: video predictive encoding device; 101: in-
put terminal; 102: block division unit; 103: predicted sig-
nal generation unit; 104: frame memory; 105: subtraction
unit; 106: transform unit; 107: quantization unit; 108: in-
verse quantization unit; 109: inverse transform unit; 110:
addition unit; 111: encoding unit; 112: output terminal;
113: motion information memory; 121: first motion infor-
mation estimation unit; 122: zero-th motion information
estimation unit; 123: predicted signal combining unit;
201: input terminal; 202: decoding unit; 203: inverse
quantization unit; 204: inverse transform unit; 205: addi-
tion unit; 206: output terminal; 207: motion compensation
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unit; 208: motion information reconstruction unit; 211:
first motion information reconstruction unit; 212: zero-th
motion predictive information reconstruction unit.

Claims

1. A video predictive encoding device comprising:

region division means which divides an input pic-
ture into a plurality of regions;
predicted signal generation means which deter-
mines a motion vector for deriving, from a pre-
viously-reproduced picture, a signal having a
high correlation with a target region, the signal
being acquired as an encoding target out of the
regions divided by the region division means;
motion information storing means which stores
the motion vector;
residual signal generation means which gener-
ates a residual signal between a predicted signal
of the target region and a pixel signal of the target
region;
residual signal compression means which com-
presses the residual signal generated by the re-
sidual signal generation means;
residual signal reconstruction means which gen-
erates a reproduced residual signal by recon-
struction from compressed data of the residual
signal;
encoding means which selects and encodes a
motion vector predictor similar to a motion vector
of the target region, the motion vector predictor
selected from: previously-reproduced motion
vectors stored in the motion information storing
means, side information determined from the
motion vector of the target region, and the com-
pressed data of the residual signal; and
picture storing means which adds the predicted
signal to the reproduced residual signal to re-
construct a pixel signal of the target region, and
which stores the reconstructd pixel signal as the
previously-reproduced picture,
wherein the motion vector includes a zero-th mo-
tion vector used to generate a zero-th predicted
signal, and a first motion vector used to generate
a first predicted signal, and
wherein the predicted signal generation means
comprises:

zero-th motion information estimation
means which estimates the zero-th motion
vector used to generate the zero-th predict-
ed signal, selects, from a plurality of motion
vectors stored in the motion information
storing means, a zero-th motion vector pre-
dictor which is similar to the estimated zero-
th motion vector, and generates zero-th side

information containing a zero-th motion vec-
tor predictor index to identify the selected
zero-th motion vector predictor, and a mo-
tion vector difference determined from the
zero-th motion vector and the zero-th mo-
tion vector predictor;
first motion information estimation means
which: selects, from a plurality of motion
vectors stored in the motion information
storing means, a motion vector having a
high correlation with the target region for
generation of the first predicted signal, gen-
erates first side information containing a first
motion vector predictor index to identify the
selected motion vector as a first motion vec-
tor predictor, and sets the first motion vector
predictor as the first motion vector; and
predicted signal combining means which
combines the zero-th predicted signal and
the first predicted signal to generate the pre-
dicted signal of the target region.

2. The video predictive encoding device according to
claim 1,
wherein the first motion information estimation
means further estimates a second motion vector for
obtaining the first predicted signal, to thereby detect
the second motion vector, and the first motion infor-
mation estimation means selects, from a plurality of
motion vectors stored in the motion information stor-
ing means, a second motion vector predictor which
is similar to the estimated second motion vector and
generates second side information which contains a
second motion vector predictor index to identify the
selected motion vector predictor and a motion vector
difference determined from the second motion vec-
tor and the second motion vector predictor,
wherein the predicted signal generation means gen-
erates the first predicted signal using the first motion
vector or the second motion vector, the first motion
vector used when a plurality of previously-repro-
duced pictures are stored in a display order in the
picture storing means as past pictures with respect
to an encoding target picture, and the second motion
vector used when the plurality of previously-repro-
duced pictures stored in display order in the picture
storing means include a future picture with respect
to the encoding target picture, and
wherein the encoding means encodes indication in-
formation to indicate that the first side information is
encoded or the second side information is encoded,
the first side information encoded in each frame or
in each slice when the plurality of previously-repro-
duced pictures stored in display order in the picture
storing means are all past pictures with respect to
the encoding target picture, and the second side in-
formation is encoded in each frame or in each slice
when the plurality of previously-reproduced pictures
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stored in display order in the picture storing means
include the future picture with respect to the encod-
ing target picture; and
wherein the encoding means encodes as side infor-
mation of each target region, the zero-th side infor-
mation, and either the first side information or the
second side information based on the indication in-
formation.

3. A video predictive decoding device comprising:

decoding means which decodes a compressed
data out of plural sets of compressed data ob-
tained by decoding a plurality of divided regions,
the compressed data comprising side informa-
tion and a residual signal of a target region,
which is a target to be decoded;
motion information reconstruction means which
reconstructs a motion vector used to generate
a predicted signal of the target region from the
side information;
motion information storing means which stores
the motion vector;
motion compensation means which generates
the predicted signal of the target region, based
on the motion vector;
residual signal reconstruction means which re-
constructs a reproduced residual signal of the
target region from the compressed data com-
prising the residual signal; and
picture storing means which adds the predicted
signal to the reproduced residual signal to re-
construct a pixel signal of the target region, and
which stores the reconstructed pixel signal as a
previously-reproduced picture,
wherein the decoding means decodes zero-th
side information and first side information,
wherein the zero-th side information contains a
zero-th motion vector difference, and a zero-th
motion vector predictor index used to identify as
a zero-th motion vector predictor one motion
vector selected from a plurality of motion vectors
stored in the motion information storing means,
wherein the first side information contains a first
motion vector predictor index used to identify as
a first motion vector predictor one motion vector
selected from a plurality of motion vectors stored
in the motion information storing means,
wherein the motion information reconstruction
means comprises:

zero-th motion information reconstruction
means, which generates the zero-th motion
vector predictor based on the zero-th mo-
tion vector predictor index, and which adds
the generated zero-th motion vector predic-
tor to the zero-th motion vector difference
to reconstruct a zero-th motion vector; and

first motion information reconstruction
means, which generates the first motion
vector predictor based on the first motion
vector predictor index to reconstruct the
generated first motion vector predictor as a
first motion vector, and
wherein the motion compensation means
combines two signals obtained from the
previously-reproduced picture, based on
the zero-th motion vector and the first mo-
tion vector, to generate the predicted signal
of the target region.

4. The video predictive decoding device according to
claim 3, wherein the decoding means further de-
codes indication information to indicate whether the
first side information contains a motion vector differ-
ence, in each frame or in each slice,
wherein when the indication information indicates
that the first side information contains a first motion
vector difference, the decoding means decodes the
motion vector difference as the first side information,
and
wherein, when the indication information indicates
that the first side information does not contain the
first motion vector difference, the first motion infor-
mation reconstruction means generates the first mo-
tion vector predictor based on the first motion vector
predictor index, and reconstructs the generated first
motion vector predictor as the first motion vector, and
wherein, when the indication information indicates
that the first side information contains the first motion
vector difference, the first motion information recon-
struction means generates the first motion vector
predictor based on the first motion vector predictor
index, and adds the generated first motion vector
predictor to the decoded motion vector difference to
generate and reconstruct the first motion vector.

5. A video predictive encoding method executed by a
video predictive encoding device, comprising:

a region division step of dividing an input picture
into a plurality of regions;
a predicted signal generation step of determin-
ing a motion vector for obtaining, from a previ-
ously-reproduced picture, a signal having a high
correlation with a target region, the target region
being an encoding target from among the re-
gions divided in the region division step;
a motion information storing step of storing the
motion vector in motion information storing
means;
a residual signal generation step of generating
a residual signal between a predicted signal of
the target region and a pixel signal of the target
region;
a residual signal compression step of compress-
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ing the residual signal generated by the residual
signal generation step;
a residual signal reconstruction step of generat-
ing a reproduced residual signal by reconstruc-
tion from compressed data of the residual signal;
an encoding step of selecting and encoding a
motion vector predictor which is similar to a mo-
tion vector of the target region, the motion vector
predictor selected from previously-reproduced
motion vectors stored in the motion information
storing means, side information determined
from the motion vector of the target region, and
the compressed data of the residual signal; and
a picture storing step of adding the predicted
signal to the reproduced residual signal to re-
construct a pixel signal of the target region, and
storing the reconstructed pixel signal as the pre-
viously-reproduced picture in picture storing
means,
wherein the motion vector includes a zero-th mo-
tion vector used for generation of a zero-th pre-
dicted signal, and a first motion vector used for
generation of a first predicted signal, and
wherein the predicted signal generation step
comprises:

a zero-th motion information estimation step
that includes estimating the zero-th motion
vector for derivation of the zero-th predicted
signal, selecting a zero-th motion vector
predictor similar to the estimated zero-th
motion vector from a plurality of motion vec-
tors stored in the motion information storing
step, and generating zero-th side informa-
tion containing a zero-th motion vector pre-
dictor index which identifies the motion vec-
tor predictor selected, and a motion vector
difference determined from the zero-th mo-
tion vector and the zero-th motion vector
predictor;
a first motion information estimation step
that comprises: selecting, from a plurality of
motion vectors stored in the motion infor-
mation storing step, a motion vector having
a high correlation with the target region for
generation of the first predicted signal,gen-
erating first side information containing a
first motion vector predictor index to identify
the selected motion vector as a first motion
vector predictor, and setting the first motion
vector predictor as the first motion vector;
and
a predicted signal combining step of com-
bining the zero-th predicted signal and the
first predicted signal to generate the predict-
ed signal of the target region.

6. The video predictive encoding method according to

claim 5,
wherein the first motion information estimation step
further comprises, the video predictive encoding de-
vice estimating a second motion vector for obtaining
the first predicted signal to thereby detect the second
motion vector, selecting, from a plurality of motion
vectors stored in the motion information storing step,
a second motion vector predictor similar to the esti-
mated second motion vector, and generating second
side information which contains a second motion
vector predictor index to identify the selected motion
vector predictor and a motion vector difference de-
termined from the second motion vector and the sec-
ond motion vector predictor,
wherein in the predicted signal generation step, the
video predictive encoding device generates the first
predicted signal using the first motion vector or the
second motion vector, wherein the video predictive
encoding device uses the first motion vector when a
plurality of previously-reproduced pictures stored in
the picture storing means in a display order are all
past pictures with respect to an encoding target pic-
ture, and the video predictive encoding device uses
the second motion vector when the plurality of pre-
viously-reproduced pictures stored in the picture
storing means in display order include a future pic-
ture with respect to the encoding target picture, and
wherein in the encoding step, when the plurality of
previously-reproduced pictures stored in the picture
storing means in display order are all past pictures
with respect to the encoding target picture, the video
predictive encoding device encodes indication infor-
mation to indicate that the first side information is
encoded in each frame or in each slice; and when
the plurality of previously-reproduced pictures stored
in the picture storing means in display order include
a future picture with respect to the encoding target
picture, the video predictive encoding device en-
codes indication information to indicate that the sec-
ond side information is encoded in each frame or in
each slice; and
wherein in the encoding step, the video predictive
encoding device encodes as side information of each
target region, the zero-th side information, and either
the first side information or the second side informa-
tion based on the indication information.

7. A video predictive decoding method executed by a
video predictive decoding device, comprising:

a decoding step of decoding a compressed data
out of plural sets of compressed data obtained
by decoding a plurality of divided regions, the
compressed data comprising side information
and a residual signal of a target region, which is
a target to be decoded;
a motion information reconstruction step of re-
storing a motion vector used to generate a pre-
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dicted signal of the target region from the side
information;
a motion information storing step of storing the
motion vector in motion information storing
means;
a motion compensation step of generating the
predicted signal of the target region, based on
the motion vector;
a residual signal reconstruction step of restoring
a reproduced residual signal of the target region
from the compressed data comprising the resid-
ual signal; and
a picture storing step of adding the predicted
signal to the reproduced residual signal to re-
construct a pixel signal of the target region, and
storing the reconstructed pixel signal as a pre-
viously-reproduced picture,
wherein in the decoding step, the video predic-
tive decoding device decodes zero-th side infor-
mation and first side information,
wherein the zero-th side information contains a
zero-th motion vector difference, and a zero-th
motion vector predictor index used to identify as
a zero-th motion vector predictor one motion
vector selected from a plurality of motion vectors
stored in the motion information storing step,
wherein the first side information contains a first
motion vector predictor index used to identify as
a first motion vector predictor one motion vector
selected from a plurality of motion vectors stored
in the motion information storing step,
wherein the motion information reconstruction
step comprises:

a zero-th motion information reconstruction
step of generating the zero-th motion vector
predictor based on the zero-th motion vec-
tor predictor index, and adding the generat-
ed zero-th motion vector predictor to the ze-
ro-th motion vector difference to reconstruct
a zero-th motion vector; and
a first motion information reconstruction
step of generating the first motion vector
predictor based on the first motion vector
predictor index, to reconstruct the generat-
ed first motion vector predictor as a first mo-
tion vector, and
wherein in the motion compensation step,
the video predictive decoding device com-
bines two signals acquired from the previ-
ously-reproduced picture, based on the ze-
ro-th motion vector and the first motion vec-
tor, to generate the predicted signal of the
target region.

8. The video predictive decoding method according to
claim 7,
wherein in the decoding step, the video predictive

decoding device further decodes indication informa-
tion to indicate whether the first side information con-
tains a motion vector difference, in each frame or in
each slice,
wherein when the indication information indicates
that the first side information contains a first motion
vector difference, the video predictive decoding de-
vice decodes the motion vector difference as the first
side information, and
wherein in the first motion information reconstruction
step, when the indication information indicates that
the first side information does not contain the first
motion vector difference, the video predictive decod-
ing device generates the first motion vector predictor,
based on the first motion vector predictor index, and
reconstructs the generated first motion vector pre-
dictor as the first motion vector; and
wherein in the first motion information reconstruction
step, when the indication information indicates that
the first side information contains the first motion vec-
tor difference, the video predictive decoding device
generates the first motion vector predictor, based on
the first motion vector predictor index, and adds the
generated first motion vector predictor to the decod-
ed motion vector difference to generate and recon-
struct the first motion vector.

9. A video predictive encoding program for letting a
computer function as:

region division means which divides an input pic-
ture into a plurality of regions;
predicted signal generation means which deter-
mines a motion vector for deriving, from a pre-
viously-reproduced picture, a signal having a
high correlation with a target region, the target
region being an encoding target from among the
regions divided by the region division means;
motion information storing means which stores
the motion vector;
residual signal generation means which gener-
ates a residual signal between a predicted signal
of the target region and a pixel signal of the target
region;
residual signal compression means which com-
presses the residual signal generated by the re-
sidual signal generation means;
residual signal reconstruction means which gen-
erates a reproduced residual signal by recon-
struction from compressed data of the residual
signal;
encoding means which selects and encodes a
motion vector predictor which is similar to a mo-
tion vector of the target region, the motion vector
predictor selected from: previously-reproduced
motion vectors stored in the motion information
storing means, side information determined
from the motion vector of the target region, and
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the compressed data of the residual signal; and
picture storing means which adds the predicted
signal to the reproduced residual signal to re-
construct a pixel signal of the target region, and
which stores the reconstructed pixel signal as
the previously-reproduced picture,
wherein the motion vector includes a zero-th mo-
tion vector used to generate a zero-th predicted
signal, and a first motion vector used to generate
a first predicted signal, and
wherein the predicted signal generation means
comprises:

zero-th motion information estimation
means which estimates the zero-th motion
vector used to generate the zero-th predict-
ed signal, selects, from a plurality of motion
vectors stored in the motion information
storing means, a zero-th motion vector pre-
dictor similar to the estimated zero-th mo-
tion vector, and generates zero-th side in-
formation containing a zero-th motion vec-
tor predictor index to identify the selected
zero-th motion vector predictor, and a mo-
tion vector difference determined from the
zero-th motion vector and the zero-th mo-
tion vector predictor;
first motion information estimation means
which: selects, from a plurality of motion
vectors stored in the motion information
storing means, a motion vector for genera-
tion of the first predicted signal having a high
correlation with the target region, generates
first side information containing a first mo-
tion vector predictor index to identify the se-
lected motion vector as a first motion vector
predictor, and sets the first motion vector
predictor to the first motion vector; and
predicted signal combining means which
combines the zero-th predicted signal and
the first predicted signal to generate the pre-
dicted signal of the target region.

10. The video predictive encoding program according to
claim 9,
wherein the first motion information estimation
means further estimates a second motion vector for
obtaining the first predicted signal to thereby detect
the second motion vector, and the first motion infor-
mation estimation means selects, from a plurality of
motion vectors stored in the motion information stor-
ing means, a second motion vector predictor similar
to the estimated second motion vector, and gener-
ates second side information which contains a sec-
ond motion vector predictor index to identify the se-
lected motion vector predictor and a motion vector
difference determined from the second motion vec-
tor and the second motion vector predictor,

wherein the predicted signal generation means gen-
erates the first predicted signal using the first motion
vector or the second motion vector, the first motion
vector used when a plurality of previously-repro-
duced pictures are stored in display order in the pic-
ture storing means as past pictures with respect to
an encoding target picture, and the second motion
vector used when a plurality of previously-repro-
duced pictures stored in the display order in the pic-
ture storing means include a future picture with re-
spect to the encoding target picture, and
wherein the encoding means encodes indication in-
formation to indicate that the first side information is
encoded or the second side information is encoded,
the first side information encoded in each frame or
in each slice when a plurality of previously-repro-
duced pictures stored in display order in the picture
storing means are all past pictures with respect to
the encoding target picture, and the encoding means
encodes indication information to indicate that the
second side information is encoded, in each frame
or in each slice when a plurality of previously-repro-
duced pictures stored in display order in the picture
storing means include a future picture with respect
to the encoding target picture; and
wherein the encoding means encodes as side infor-
mation of each target region, the zero-th side infor-
mation, and either the first side information or the
second side information based on the indication in-
formation.

11. A video predictive decoding program for letting a
computer function as:

decoding means which decodes a compressed
data out of plural sets of compressed data ob-
tained by decoding a plurality of divided regions,
the compressed data comprising side informa-
tion and a residual signal of a target region,
which is a target to be decoded;
motion information reconstruction means which
reconstructs a motion vector used to generate
a predicted signal of the target region from the
side information;
motion information storing means which stores
the motion vector;
motion compensation means which generates
the predicted signal of the target region, based
on the motion vector;
residual signal reconstruction means which re-
constructs a reproduced residual signal of the
target region from the compressed data com-
prising the residual signal; and
picture storing means which adds the predicted
signal to the reproduced residual signal to re-
construct a pixel signal of the target region and
which stores the reconstructed pixel signal as a
previously-reproduced picture,
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wherein the decoding means decodes zero-th
side information and first side information,
wherein the zero-th side information contains a
zero-th motion vector difference, and a zero-th
motion vector predictor index used to identify as
a zero-th motion vector predictor one motion
vector selected from a plurality of motion vectors
stored in the motion information storing means,
wherein the first side information contains a first
motion vector predictor index used to identify as
a first motion vector predictor one motion vector
selected from a plurality of motion vectors stored
in the motion information storing means,
wherein the motion information reconstruction
means comprises:

zero-th motion information reconstruction
means which generates the zero-th motion
vector predictor based on the zero-th mo-
tion vector predictor index, and which adds
the generated zero-th motion vector predic-
tor to the zero-th motion vector difference
to reconstruct a zero-th motion vector; and
first motion information reconstruction
means which generates the first motion vec-
tor predictor based on the first motion vector
predictor index, to reconstruct the generat-
ed first motion vector predictor as a first mo-
tion vector, and
wherein the motion compensation means
combines two signals acquired from the
previously-reproduced picture based on the
zero-th motion vector and the first motion
vector, to generate the predicted signal of
the target region.

12. The video predictive decoding program according to
claim 11,
wherein the decoding means further decodes indi-
cation information to indicate whether the first side
information contains a motion vector difference, in
each frame or in each slice,
wherein when the indication information indicates
that the first side information contains a first motion
vector difference, the decoding means decodes the
motion vector difference as the first side information,
and
wherein, when the indication information indicates
that the first side information does not contain the
first motion vector difference, the first motion infor-
mation reconstruction means generates the first mo-
tion vector predictor based on the first motion vector
predictor index, and reconstructs the generated first
motion vector predictor as the first motion vector, and
wherein, when the indication information indicates
that the first side information contains the first motion
vector difference, the first motion information recon-
struction means generates the first motion vector

predictor, based on the first motion vector predictor
index, and adds the generated first motion vector
predictor to the decoded motion vector difference to
generate and reconstruct the first motion vector.
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